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RECIDIVISM AFTER YOUTH IMPRISONMENT IN RELATIONSHIP TO
CRIMINAL CAREER: A TWENTY YEAR FOLLOW-UP STUDY

Helmut F. Janssen, M.A.
Western Michigan University,

1988

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of early
biographical factors on the future development of the juveniles and
focusses on recidivism and factors influencing the development of a
criminal "career."

It includes a twenty year follow-up period,

studying 500 juveniles released from two juvenile prisons of West
Germany in 1961.
From a data set originally created in 1966, which included 290
variables,

29 variables,

including individual and social charac

teristics as well as variables dealing with prior experiences with
sanctioning, were ultimately used for this study.

In addition,

some new variables were created from the varaibles of the basic data
set.

The criminal records of 461 juveniles, whose court data were

available, were evaluated for the follow-up study.
Bivariate and multivariate methods of analysis have been ap
plied.

The data demonstrated that while there is almost no measur

able influence of early biographical,

individual and social charac

teristics in the long range, the influence of the official sanction
has such a long term effect.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

There are many aspects in the study of crime and criminals that
deserve attention, but one of the most fascinating is the study of
the recidivist offender.

Under what conditions do those commit

crimes, who are caught for those crimes and incarcerated as a penal
ty continue to engage in criminal activity?

Certainly we know that

most of offenders are not incarcerated for their first offense un
less it is of particular seriousness, yet of those in correctional
institutions the vast majority have been there before.
The recidivism is not unique to any social or legal system;
is universal.
term follow-up,

it

But studies of recidivists, particularly with long
is rare.

Clearly, information about recidivists

could have important social policy implications.
This study focuses upon the long-term effects of several in
dividual, social and official factors and their meaning for the ex
planation of recidivism in West Germany.

The objective is to ex

amine how these officially registered factors influence the further
determination of a criminal career and how the long-term explanatory
power of these factors changes.

1
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The objectives of this study are:
1.

To determine the meaning and adequacy of selected factors

for further recidivism.
2.

To determine the influence of the judicial reaction on

further recidivism.
3.

To determine the interrelationship between individual and

social factors and the official judicial reaction.
4.

To provide empirical evidence for the theoretical explana

tion of selected factors in the early biography and their meaning
for a criminal career.
5.

To provide information for a meaningful criminal justice

policy on the grounds of empirical evidence.

Recidivism as a Definitional Problem

Definitions of "recidivism" or "recidivist" vary widely within
the empirical literature very and tend to be dependent on either the
sample population or the intent of the study.

In a first attempt

one could define a recidivist as a person, who has been convicted
for an offense at least once and afterwards has committed another
crime.

Recidivists are then identical with persons who have prior

convictions.

This is the definition most frequently used when pris

on populations are evaluated.
Kerner (1976, p. 187) points to three methodological problems
in the measurement of recidivism.

The first error is made by equa

ting the prior conviction rate with the recidivism rate.

An unfal

sified recidivism rate can only be calculated when all released

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

persons are studied within a specified period of time after their
release from prison and their total number of offenses is consi
dered.

Kerner comes to the conclusion that otherwise the assumption

of the often mentioned 80% recidivism rate is correct in as much as
these persons have at least one prior criminal conviction.
As a second error Kerner mentions the implicitly accepted equa
lity of having a prior record and also prison experience.

Taking

this into consideration he finds that under this perspective the
recidivism rate declines by 10% to about 70%.
A third error is seen in the counting procedure.

In Germany,

the number of prisoners is counted only once a year (March, 31)
which leads to a bias, since the prison population actually fluc
tuates throughout the year.

Long-term sentenced prisoners become

overrepresented, while prisoners with short sentences may not be
counted at all.

Leaving major crimes aside,

in general, a long-term

sentence points to a severe prior conviction .rate and repeated in
carceration.

The consequence is that the inmates with prior convic

tions are also overproportionally represented and counted.
Vithin the scientific literature there is no consensus about an
operational definition of recidivism (e.g., Kury,
ner,

1985, p. 36).

1983, p. 63; Ker

Duenkel (1980, p. 11) does not define as recidi

vism in his research "convictions for offenses committed after rele
ase, which result in only a maximum of up to 90 day fines or prison
sentences of three month."

Liebe & Meyer (1981) define recidivism

as "each new offense committed which leads to a registration in the
Federal Offender Register (Bundeszentralregister)" (p. 41).

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Another definition can be found within the German Penal Code.
Article 48 states that it is to be judged as recidivism in the sense
of the Penal Law, when "a person:

(a) has at least two prior con

victions for deliberately committed offenses and (b) has been impri
soned for at least three months because of these offenses and
commits a new offense" (p. 41).
The difference between the criminological and legal term "reci
divism" lies in its application and intent.

While the legal defini

tion serves to determine the sentence, the criminological definition
sets up measurement criteria for the efficiency of certain measures
of the criminal law.

This unsatisfying situation leads Mayntz, Holm

& Huebner (1972) to the conclusion that an operational definition of
recidivism is a "necessary operational arrangement" (p. 18).
Schwind (1986) summarizes the definitional problem in stating
that recidivism can be understood in four categories:
(1) each new committed offense (including the hidden crimes),
(2) each new conviction,
(3) each new conviction to imprisonment, or
(4) a reconviction in the sense of article 48 Penal Code.
(p. 126).

Criminal Career

Within the discipline of criminology criminal career is under
stood as "the development of an actor who perceives himself or is
defined by others as a 'criminal'" (Haferkarap, 1985, p. 267).
term includes both the development and cessation of a deviant

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

The

career.

The term itself stems from the work of American criminolo

gists, first applied by Becker (1963, p. 24) and is used within
Vest German criminology and sociology of deviance since the 70s.
During the 60s a number of studies dealing with mentally and psy
chically disturbed persons were published in the United States
(e.g., Goffman,

1963; Scheff,

1966; Spitzer & Denzin,

1968).

Career research expanded when persons with deviant careers such as
drug addicts,

alcoholics, prostitutes, homosexuals were studied.

The current discussion about criminal careers was essentially in
fluenced by the introduction of basic terms like Sutherland's (1939)
emphasis on learning processes, Lemert's (1951) primary and secon
dary deviance,

status and role through the case studies of labeling

by Becker (1963) labeling and stigma by Goffman (1963).
The term "criminal career" suggests the differentiation between
those actors who successfully complete or stay in a career from
those who do not find any access to one or soon depart from the
career patterns.

The concept of deviant career is not only applied

to those cases in which the actors are involved in more and more
deviance.

From its beginning, the proponents of this concept took

the view that it also draws the attention to actors with little
deviant behavior whose careers include the return to conforming
behavior patterns (Quensel,

1970).

Therefore, one has to distin

guish between criminal careers in a restricted sense and criminal
careers in a broader sense (Wulf, 1979, p. 33).

Criminal careers in

the restricted sense include "professional criminals" who live from
their criminal activities and whose criminal actions are part of

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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their "way of life."

Reckless (1973) pointed out the following com

bination of general social behavior and criminal activity:
It appears that the ordinary career criminal, that is also
true of the professional and the member of a criminal or
ganization, settles upon certain kinds of criminal activi
ties as his major occupation.
His career is his outlet,
his production, his style of life, and/or his milieu.
But
the person involved in a professional criminal career
derives his major economic support from his activities in
crime,
(p. 251)
Criminal careers in a broader sense include the process of
approximation, entrance, persistence, as well as dismissal and
departure from the career and, at least, considerable participation
in conform activities.

It is a characteristic of criminal careers

in a broader sense that includes "a zigzag path from noncriminal to
criminal pursuits and back again" (Glaser,

1974, p. 77).

In this

sense the term is of great value for criminology and the sociology
of deviance.
It seems to be wrong to understand the career approach only as
a partial theory of the more comprehensive labeling theory (Opp,
1975, p. 166).

The career approach has a close relationship to la

beling theory (Becker,

1963) as well as to learning theory (Opp,

1975) and typologizing approaches which differentiate between cer
tain career patterns (Clinard & Quinney,
bons 1965).

1973; Clinard,

1974; Gib

The approach itself is useful to mediate between cer

tain contradictory models of explanation, e.g., action theory vs.
labeling approach and traditional criminology vs. critical crimino
logy (Haferkamp,
1972).

1975; Hess,

1972; Farell & Nelson,

1978; Quensel,

Here lies the power of the career approach.

This seems to
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be the reason all scientists working with this approach (Becker,
1963; Haferkarap,

1975; Lemert, 1964; Quensel,

1970) rejected the

proposals to reduce criminal careers to either the social factors or
the process of labeling through agencies of social control alone.
The study of criminal careers is to complex to be limited in
conceptualization.

This study will use the broadest conceptuali

zation.

Summary

In this chapter the objectives and significance of this study
have been outlined.

Within this context the problem of defining

"recidivism" has been evaluated on the basis of several studies
undertaken in the Federal Republic of Germany.
In addition, the problems of defining "criminal career" have
been outlined under consideration of theoretical and empirical work
undertaken in the Federal Republic of Germany and under inclusion of
works done in the United States.
This review of literature is valuable for the general under
standing of the studies on recidivism and criminal career to be
outlined in Chapter II.

While the previous chapter focussed on the

problem of defining the concepts of "recidivism" and "criminal ca
reer" and has demonstrated the vagueness and distinctiveness of
several definitions, the following chapter focusses on the results
of the different studies on recidivism and criminal career under
taken in West Germany.
Chapters III and IV include the theoretical model, the

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

methodological part and the analysis of the data of this study.
Finally, Chapter V provides a summary of the findings and the final
conclusions.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

In an article published in 1982 Berkhauer and Hasenpusch (p.
284) mentioned that about 140 empirical works on recidivism have
been undertaken in West Germany.

Most of these studies are dis

sertations and include imprisonment as well as probation.
tion, they are restricted to special research fields:

In addi

e.g., the

evaluation of the effects of socio-therapeutic treatment, prognosis,
educational training effects, and special offense or offender cate
gories.

The majority of these studies have in common that they

cover a maximum period of five years after release.
different follow-up periods,
results of the studies.

Because of the

it is almost impossible to compare the

This might be the reason why a general

evaluation of West German recidivism studies has not been made up to
now.
The recidivism rate varies in most of the studies from 60% to
80% (Klotz,

1980; Ruether and Neufeind,

sults of 27% (Stutte and Walter,
1980) can also be found.
of (a)

differing samples,

1978; Webb,

1976).

But re

1976) as well as 36% (Duenkel,

These differing results are a consequence
(b) differing institutions,

(c) differing

follow-up periods, and (d) different definitions of recidivism.

9
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The State of West German Research on
Recidivism After Imprisonment

In this section it seems meaningful to give a brief summary of
the recidivism studies and the reported recidivism rates relevant to
the approach of this study.
Hinueber ( 1 9 6 1 ) distinguished in his study between 3 success
groups.

His sample included 118 juveniles released between 1945 and

1950 from the Wolfenbuettel Youth Prison.
of 47Z.

Gross-Keweling (1 9 6 3 )

He found a failure rate

investigated 100 juveniles and young

adults released from the Vechta Youth Prison between 1954 and 1955.
About 18Z of this group got no further official record at all.
non-conviction rate was 29Z.

Ballon's study ( 1 9 6 6 )

The

included 180

juveniles who were released from the youth prison at Saarbruecken
between 1957 and 1961.

The settling day was March 3 1 ,

1963.

Up to

that date about 36Z of the sample were not convicted for a new of
fense.
The study of Meyer-Wentrup (1 9 6 6 ) concentrated on 159 juveniles
who stood in front of a Hamburg juvenile court between 1954 and

1957.

He divided the sample population into six recidivism catego

ries.

Of interest for this research are only the first groups.

the group who received an indeterminate sentence,

Of

2 0 . 3Z did not

become recidivous; of those who served a sentence of more than two
years were 3 6 . 7Z successful and 2 7 . 2Z of the group who were con
victed to a sentence from one to two years had not been convicted
for a new offense.

Nehrlich (1 9 6 6 ) included 165 female and male

juveniles who were released on probation from a youth prison in his
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sample.

The follow-up period was 4 years.

The failure rate was

53.9X.
Wachter's study (1966) included 201 juveniles released from the
youth prisons Hall and Ludwigsburg between 1958 and 1959 (1 year pe
riod).

All members of the sample were sentenced to indeterminate

youth imprisonment.

The follow up period was 5 1/2 years.

cess rate of this group was 18.6Z.

The suc

Klapdor (1967) included 200

juveniles and young adults released from the youth prison at Hameln
in his sample.

The failure rate here was 64.5%.

Naether (1966)

analyzed files of 150 juveniles and young adults who were sentenced
to indeterminate sentences and released from the Vechta Youth Prison
between 1957 and 1958.

This group had a failure rate of 66Z.

Hoeb-

bel (1968) included 500 juveniles released from the youth prisons at
Herford and Staumuehle.

In the 5 to 6 year follow-up period about

23Z were not convicted for an new offense.

Mueller (1969) analyzed

the further development of 170 juveniles released from the Saarbruecken Youth Prison between 1957 and 1964.
was between 8 and 12 years.
results somehow questionable.

The follow-up period here

This range makes the comparison of the
Nonetheless,

22.9% of this sample had

no further convictions at the end of the period.

The study under

taken by Liebe and Meyer (1981) included all juveniles from the
youth prison at Bremen-Blockland who were released between 1972 and
1973.

The total number was 598.

This group had a reconviction rate

of 82.31.
The sample of Berkhauer and Hasenpusch's study (1982) included
all male German prisoners released in 1974 from a youth or adult
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prison in Lower-Saxony.

Their recidivism rate reaches 68% within

60 month after release from the institution.
The most recent study conducted by Mai (1985) on behalf of the
Ministry of Justice in Northrhine-Vestfalia included 1045 prisoners
released in 1977 from correctional institutions in Northrhine-Westfalia.

The population of this study had at least a sentence to im

prisonment for the minimum of 18 months.

Mai applied four defini

tions of recidivism, which steadily reduces the failure rate:

Definition

Failure

(a) any new conviction

66%

(b) any new conviction to imprisonment
with or without suspended sentences

52Z

(c) any new convictions to imprisonment
without suspended sentences

40%

(d) any new conviction to imprisonment
for 4 years and more.
(p. 30)

15Z

Mai's (1985) study included the longest follow-up period (8 years)
of all German studies undertaken until then.
Besides these general studies on recidivism after imprisonment,
there are some more recent studies dealing with a comparative per
spective and are testing the efficiency of socio-therapeutic prisons
(Duenkel,

1980; Egg,

1979; Rehn,

1979).

Rehn (1979) was the first in the Federal Republic of Germany
who tried to compare the success or failure of different correc
tional treatment approaches within a larger comparable group of
inmates.

But also for Rehn it was impossible to find support for
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the efficiency of the different treatment measures within a sociotherapeutic institution.
Duenkel's (1980) study is similar to Rehn's (1979) but comes to
different results.

His sample included 323 persons released between

1971 and 1974 from a Berlin prison who had received sociotherapeutic training, and 889 persons who served a normal prison
sentence in the same institution without such training.

Duenkel

discovered a recidivism rate of 35.92 for the first group and a
failure rate of 59.12 for the second group.
Also Egg (1979) reaches a positive conclusion regarding sociotherapeutic training, but does not make a final general interpreta
tion, pointing to his non representative sample population.

Studies on Criminal Careers in the
Federal Republic of Germany

In contrast to the United States of America there are only a
few studies in West Germany focussing on the development of criminal
careers.

These existing studies have in common that they use a ret

rospective approach, while they differ in methods and target groups.
Kaiser's study (1959) concentrated on violent juveniles while
Brauneck (1961) studied the development of juvenile property offen
ders.

Haferkamp (1975) analyzed the career of juvenile "rockers,"

property offenders and drug users.

Fongratz (1975) and Traulsen

(1976) focussed on the development of delinquent children.

Dolde

(1978) and Keske (1982) used data from the Tuebingen-YoungOff ender-Research-Project, directed by Goeppinger, to evaluate the
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further development of men released from prison.

Wulf (1979) focu

ssed on the careers of convicted murderers after their release from
prison.

Steffen (1982) and Weschke (1982) analyzed the development

of children who where registered by the police for having committed
at least one criminal offense.
conducted by Goeppinger (1983).

The largest career-study has been
His Tuebinger project is based on

a comparison between 200 male prisoners who had to serve at least a
6 month prison sentence and a control group of the same age,
selected out of 240.000 persons from the average population.
Besides the merely etiological studies Brusten (1973), Peters
and Cremer-Schaefer (1975), Schumann, C. (1974) and Schumann, K.
(1977) applied a labeling perspective to analyze the role of certain
agencies of social control in the process of creating a career.

Theoretical Perspectives on Careers

Proponents of a multifactor approach assume that a number of
biological, psychological and social factors have an influence on
the development of delinquent behavior.

Most of the representatives

of this approach accept that there is no single factor which causes
criminal behavior but rather that there are several possible com
binations which lead to criminal or deviant activities (Glueck &
Glueck,

1963, p. 156; Goeppinger 1980, p. 76).

This form of inductive research has been severely criticized
for lacking any sociological standard, especially for the absence of
any theoretically derived research hypothesis (Cohen,
1969).

1974; Opp,

According to Goeppinger (1983), this approach cannot be
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understood as a theory but as a research strategy,

"which con

sciously neglects all theoretical assumptions and takes almost all
aspects in its relation to crime into consideration” (p. 76).
That this eclectic approach found much sympathy in West German
criminology has been one reason for its historically strong tradi
tion in Europe.

In contrast to the United States, West German cri

minology was and is dominated by non-sociological perspectives.
Until a short time ago the major academic research institutes (Hei
delberg and Tuebingen) were headed by psychiatrists who were also
trained in law.

The major research institute outside the universi

ties (Max-Planck-Institute for International and Foreign Law) is
headed by a law professor.

In general, criminology as an academic

discipline is housed at the faculties of law and taught by profes
sors of penal law.

For that reason, multifactor approaches found so

much interest and support in West Germany.
During recent years some authors tried to bring aspects of in
dividual oriented etiological approaches together with thoughts of
the labeling perspective.

By including a time dimension into their

theoretical models they achieved a processual model of the develop
ment of a delinquent career.

The most important German work in this

field stems from Quensel (1970).

He states that the development of

a criminal career can be explained as a "consequence of a recipro
cal, escalating process of interaction between the juvenile and his
social surroundings— under inclusion of the official agencies of so
cial control" (p. 380).

In this process, socialization deficits

like family disorders and school problems are factors which
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contribute to the beginning and further development of a process in
which a juvenile can become delinquent.
Quensel (1970) always sees delinquent behavior as "an attempt
to solve an actual problem" (p. 377).

Due to the negative (non-

integrative) reaction of the social surroundings this problem is not
being solved and in case of intervention by official agents of
social control it becomes rather reinforced.

Quensel (1970) is

following the ideas of Becker (1963), who stated that "one of the
most crucial steps in the process of building a stable pattern of
deviant behavior is likely to be the experience of being caught and
publicly labeled as deviant" (p. 31).
severe delinquency.
every new act.

This leads to new and more

The possibility of getting caught raises with

At some point the juvenile gets caught.

Me becomes

an officially defined delinquent and takes this official picture
into his self-perception.
eight stages.

Quensel (1970) describes this process on

The process develops "the more aggravating and

faster" (p. 380), the earlier it starts and the worse the
conditions for socialization are.

The socialization deficits are

perceived as being much higher in the lower classes.
Dillig (1976) takes a comparable perspective.

He points out

that the more negative the conditions of primary (family) and secon
dary socialization (school, etc.) are, the more negative consequen
ces on the self-perception of the juvenile result.

Because unfavor

able self-perception is perceived as unsatisfactory, the delinquent
seeks areas for action in which he can gain respect and success.
This respect and success might possibly be achieved through
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aggressive and delinquent behavior.
Also, Loesel and Linz (1975, pp. 200-203) point to the problem
of socialization deficits and the process of stigmatization.

Based

on the above mentioned integrative models they assume a strong re
lationship between cumulative deficits in the primary and secondary
socialization and official stigmatizing degradation ceremonies.
According to Friday (1981), the situation of criminological
theory is characterized by a lack of integration of the different
levels of analysis.
dimensions of an act:

Friday (1981, p. 188) first identifies two
the behavioral (etiological) dimension and

the definitional dimension.

This model includes the analysis of an

act as well as the analysis of the process of official reaction and
its consequences for the actor.

Friday then identifies three levels

of analysis on which current theoretical perspectives are concen
trated:

the structural level (urbanization,

industrialization,

political economy), the institutional level (family, school, com
munity, work) and the individual level (self-concept).
self is surrounded by all levels (p. 193).

The act it

The levels are not only

affecting the act (and actor) itself but also the definition of this
act.
Also Taylor, Walton and Young (1973) point to the importance of
the inclusion of all three level into analysis.

They distinguish

between the "wider origins of the deviant act" (structural level)
(p. 270), the "immediate origins of the deviant act" (institutional
level) (p. 271), and the "actual act" (p. 271).

In addition, they

state that a "new" criminology has to include the social reaction
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into the explanation of deviant behavior (pp. 272-276).

Summary

This chapter concludes the review of literature about recidi
vism and criminal careers in the Federal Republic of Germany.
In the following chapter the methodology of this study will be
outlined, the hypothesis for analyzing the data will be formulated,
and the characteristics of the study population will be presented.
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CHAPTER III

Theoretical Model

Introduction

Until the end of the 60s, traditional etiological theoretical
approaches dominated the explanation of criminal behavior; since the
70s a critical perspective has emerged.

Within this frame,

labeling

theory became a new way of interpreting deviant behavior and the
social reaction to deviance and the deviant was judged as an impor
tant factor in the "social construction of reality" (e.g., Becker,
1963; Lemert,

1964; Quinney,

1970 and Schur,

1971).

Erikson (1966), for example, stated that "the difference bet
ween those who earn a deviant title in society and those who go
their own way in peace is largely determined by the way in which the
community filters out and codes the many details of behavior which
come to its attention" (p. 7).

Kitsuse (1968) sees deviant beha

vior as a result of "circumstances of situation, place, social and
personal biography, and the bureaucratically organized activities of
agencies of social control" (pp. 28-35).

Chapman's (1963) analysis

includes a mere political assessment in stating that "criminal
behavior is general but the incidence of conviction is controlled in
part by chance and in part by social processes which divide society
into the criminal and the non-criminal classes, the former corres
ponding to, roughly, the poor and underprivileged" (p. 4).
19
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Following these theoretical premises, recidivism and criminal
career cannot be interpreted only under consideration of etiological
factors as most traditional research does (Blumstein & Cohen,

1986).

Any theoretical explanation of recidivism and criminal career needs
to apply a multi-dimensional, dynamic model, emphasizing career and
recidivism as a labeling and stress induced process influenced by
social factors.

Concepts

Five major concepts are used in formulating this theoretical
perspective:

(1) recidivism,

(2) career,

(3) institutional ties,

(4) labeling, and (5) stress.
Recidivism:

is a repeated violation of criminal law and its

sanctioning by a court;
Criminal Career:

is the consequence of a reciprocal escalat

ing interaction process between the officially registered deviant
and his social surrounding which results in the ascription of a
career status (Quensel, 1970, p. 80).
Institutional Ties:

are meaningful and rewarding attachments

to major social institutions (Empey & Lubeck,
Labeling:

1971, p. 43).

is the process of applying rules, whose infraction

constitute deviance to particular people and labeling them as
outsiders (Becker,
Stress:

1963, p. 9).

is the detachment from existing institutional rela

tions and activities (Empey & Lubeck,

1971, p. 43).

The following assumptions are underlying the theoretical model:
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Assumption 1:

Criminal Career and recidivism are multi

dimensional phenomena;
Assumption 2:

A lawbreaking person does not differ basically

from a law abiding person;
Assumption 3:

Human behavior and the criminalization of

certain kinds of human behavior are determined by the social
structure of a society;
Assumption 4:

The position of an individual within the social

structure generates the development of specific behavior patterns;
Assumption 5:

The social status of a person determines with

what possibilities agencies of social control will react to devi
ance and how this reaction will be able to enforce the development
of further deviance;
Assumption 6:

The social status and the processes of defini

tion influence the ties of a person to significant social institu
tions;
Assumption 7:

The significant social institutions are:

family, school, work, and peers (Friday & Hage,

1976).

From these assumptions basic postulates can be derived (see
Figure 1):
Postulate 1:

The social structure influences psychological and

sociological factors as well as norm-creation and norm-application;
Postulate 2:

Biogenic factors, psychological and sociological

factors influence individual behavior;
Postulate 3:

Norm-creation and norm-application result in ins

titutions of informal, semi-formal and formal social control in
stitutions which are responsible for carrying out social control;
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Postulate 4:

Individual behavior and control actions are stan

ding in a reciprocal relation;
Postulate 5:

Deviant behavior is a consequence of socio-

structurally determined conditions and control strategies;
Postulate 6:

Through the official definition as deviant and

the reaction to it, institutional ties become weakened;
Postulate 7:

The weakening of social institutional ties re

sults in personal stress;
Postulate 8:

Stress further weakens institutional ties and

hinders the ability to positive alternatives;
Postulate 9:

With each further official definition as deviant

stress as well as the weakening of institutional ties increases;
Postulate 10:

Increased official reaction leads to an in

creased exclusion from major social institutions and increases the
likelihood of recidivism as well as the possibility of becoming
defined as career criminal.

Multi-Dimensional Theoretical Model

An integrative multi-dimensional approach for the explanation
of recidivism and criminal career requires first of all an integra
tion of the three levels of sociological analysis:
the institutional and the individual level.
sions of an act:

the structural,

In addition both dimen

the behavioral as well as the definitional dimen

sion have to be included (Friday,

1982, p. 188).

Western societies are, except a few states, mostly capitalist
societies with it's specific class and power relations and its
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resulting value and belie£ systems (Taylor, Walton, & Young,
Turk,

1977; Quinney,

1977).

1973;

This structure determines the creation

o£ norms and their application as well as determines the structure
o£ the major social institutions in charge o£ socialization (family,
school, work, and community).

A model starting at the initial com

mission of a deviant act, without taking into consideration the
underlying political factors would have a theoretical shortcoming.
Regarding the problem of social and legal order, Quinney (1977)
notes:
The coercive force of the state is but no means of main
taining the social and economic order.
A more subtle
reproductive mechanism of capitalist conception of
reality, .a non-violent but equally repressive means of
domination. ...Those who rule in capitalist society— with
the assistance of the state— not only accumulate capital
at the expense of those who work, but impose their ideo
logy as well.
Oppression and exploitation are legitimized
by the expropriation of consciousness,
(pp. 46-47)

In an earlier work Quinney (1974) formulated the interests of
the ruling class in stating:
It is according to the interest of this ruling class that
...society is governed.... The primary interest of the
ruling class is to preserve the existing order, and in
doing so, to protect the existential and material base....
Ruling class interests are secured by preserving and chal
lenge to the moral and economic structure,
(pp. 54-55)
Crime, and especially repeated violations of criminal law by
members of those groups not in power positions, constitute a
challenge to the interests of the ruling class.

Assuming that

criminal behavior is the accumulation of material and/or personal
status, the ideology of deviants follows basically the ideology of
capitalist economy but only applies illegal means in achieving the
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fundamental value of consuming.

Deviance, then, seems to be

primarily a social construction and not an individual charac
teristics.
This fact has been pointed out by several labeling theorists.
While the majority of etiological theories agree that delinquents
differ from non-delinquents in their behavior and characteristics,
labeling theorists argue that the differences between the two groups
are non-significant and largely unproven.

The differences lie only

in the process of singling out and labeling certain people (Matza,
1964, p. 88).

Labeling theory also negates the existence of sig

nificant differences in behavior (Katkin, Hyman, & Kramer,
p. 58).

1976,

Following this assumption it is not the commission of an

act which makes one a deviant,

but the act of getting caught, pro

cessed,

Support for the labeling arguments

labeled and punished.

can be found in studies focussing on agencies of social control
(e.g., Gold,

1970; Goldman,

1963; Filiavin & Briar,

1966; Wolfgang, Figlio, & Sellin,
(e.g., Kirchhoff,
1976; Short & Nye,

1964; Skolnick,

1972) and self-report studies

1975; O'Donnell, Voss, Clayton,

S l a t i n g Room,

1958; Wolfgang et al., 1972).

Main social institutions appear to be the most important fac
tors in the development and transference of the social belief and
value systems.

When these institutions are viewed as not only

(principally positive) socialization agencies, but also as different
agencies of social control whose task is to implement the basic
values necessary for the economic requirements of a society and to
secure the interests of the ruling class, they can be distinguished
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by their degree of control.

The most directly influencing agency

of social control on an individual albeit informal is the family.
Other close social relations (e.g., friends) would belong also to
this category.

At the next stage, the degree of control becomes

semi-formal, represented through the institutions of school and
work.

At the final stage social control takes the form of formal

control, carried out by police, the court system and the diverse
social work agencies.

Since the task of these institutions is to

achieve and guarantee adequate socialization, the internalization of
the fundamental societal values, the individual ties to these ins
titutions are very important.

It can be assumed that the weakening

of these ties increases the possibility of deviance.

The individual

is tied to these institutions through bonds (Hirschi,

1969) or in

more sociological terms through role-relations (Friday & Hage,

1976,

p. 349).

Major Social Institutions

While the economic structure and its resulting unequal di
stribution of power directly influences the creation and application
of normative systems (e.g., Cain, 1982; Chambliss,

1975; Quinney,

1977), Gramsci (1971) points to the meaning of law as an educational
and moral instrument which secures the conditions of class rela
tions.

In this sense the major social institutions have the task to

transfer the moral values (important to stabilize and keep up the
property relations in a society) to the individual.
they stabilize hegemony in the class relations.

By doing so,

Hegemony is
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understood as a permanently organized consent.

This process o£

hegemony (or socialization) is carried out by the institutions o£
family, school, work, and community (Friday & Hage,
1973; Hirschi,

1969; Matza,

1976; Hindelang,

1964).

It can be stated that the weakening or total breakdown of ties
to these institutions will result in a weakening or breakdown o£ the
hegemonical value and belief system.

The weakening of these ties

will be perpetuated if no positive (inclusive) alternatives are of
fered.

An official reaction, judged as a negative (exclusive)

alternative, will intensify the weakening since it increases stress
leading to a further weakening of the ties.

Therefore,

it can be

postulated that a breakdown of institutional ties increases the
probability of deviance which may take the form of lawbreaking.

The Social Institution of Family

The family is the primary socializing agency.

Its task is to

transfer the given normative and social values to the child.

In

ternal breakdowns of family relations (e.g., family cohesiveness,
divorce, family violence) as well as external pressures (e.g., unem
ployment, poor living conditions, status decline) will cause in
stability in the hegemonical process.

This instability might be

recovered by alternative options (e.g., change of social surroun
ding, new job,

influence of positive relations) or in the absence of

positive alternatives lead to a weakening or breakdown of the inter
nal stability which will result in weakened institutional ties.
This might call for official reaction.

In case this reaction is
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unable to solve the problem in a manner perceived by the audience
as positive, the reaction itsel£ will increase the stress and en
danger the implementation of the hegemonical structure within this
institution.

The Social Institution of School

The tasks of organized educational systems in industrialized
societies have been growing steadily in the last decade.
has become a powerful agency of socialization.

The school

Since democratic in

dustrialized societies understand themselves as productive socie
ties, the position of an individual within the social structure is
dependent on his personal productivity and other individual factors
supporting these characteristics.

The school reflects this model

since its task is to establish the basic and/or developed intellec
tual skills and values to enable the individual to achieve produc
tive abilities (Friday & Hage,

1976, p. 357).

Bad school'adjustment

is therefore likely to result in excluding official reactions which
alienate the individual further from the ties to this institution.
Since there is a close relation between school and family, the
weakening of ties to school might also result in a weakening of ties
to the family (Friday & Hage,

1976, p. 356) and vice-versa.

The Social Institution of Work

Work seems to be one of the most important factors in the in
tegration process since it provides the material base for satisfying
the basic material needs (food, clothes, housing) and offers the
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possibility to achieve personal status through consumption.

Friday

and Hage (1976) state:
If integration is facilitated ideologically by feeling
and being part of the whole society, work is one me c h a 
nism whereby such participation and feelings may or may
not develop, depending on the situation.... The nature of
the work and the ability of the work situation to
facilitate meaningful relationships are crucial.
(pp.
358-359)
The personal productivity of an individual enables him/her to
establish meaningful ties within the class-relations of a capitalist
society.

A marginalized working status is related to the individual

inability or unwillingness and hinders status achievement and the
development of a meaningful institutional tie or reduces the al
legiance to the institution.

The Social Institution of Community

The community, understood as the social surrounding with inte
grative functions, has a major task of enforcing and reinforcing the
social and normative values.

It creates an important structure

where personal status can be directly experienced and subjectively
measured.

Where interaction between the members is common, juveni

les invest a lot of their leisure time in the community and find
meaningful relationships (Friday & Hage,

1976, pp. 360-361).

that sense the community functions as a net of control.

In

Excluding

forms of reactions to individual behavior increase the likelihood of
weakening these meaningful ties and may result in manifest
alienation.
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Labeling

While the weakening of institutional ties and the stress accom
panying this may not necessarily result in deviance, the likelihood
of deviance increases with each new/further weakening of these ties.
Such further weakening might be produced through the denial of posi
tive (integrative) alternatives.

The process of official reaction

is not perceived as such an alternative since this action is in its
basic character a degradation ceremony.

As Tannenbaum (1938) states

that:
The process of making the criminal...is a process of tag
ging, defining, identifying, segregating, describing,
emphasizing, making conscious and self-conscious; the
person becomes the thing he is described as being,
(pp.
19-20)
In this sense official reaction is a process of exclusion and not
inclusion.
This interpretation basically follows Durkheim's (1976)
theoretical argument that the specific cause of a social act has to
be analyzed within the context of the prior social processes and not
within the conditions of the individual consciousness (p. 193).

His

argument is that social actions have to be explained by social
interpretations.

This happens within the labeling approach through

the theoretical argument that criminality or deviance is not to be
judged as a quality of an act, but rather as the consequence of the
application of rules and sanctions.

The content of a norm does not

guarantee its explicit application.

The decision whether a specific

behavior is deviant, then, is also not a direct quality of the norm
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itsel£, but o£ the process of reciprocal definitions of situations
and actions.

The structures underlying this process are the same

which are valid for conform behavior (Schur, 1969), so that deviance
differs neither in its quantity nor its quality from conforming
behavior.

Deviance, rather, occurs because "social groups create

deviance by making rules, whose infraction constitutes deviance, and
applying those rules to particular people and labeling them as out
siders" (Becker,

1963, p. 9).

Crime therefore is not an individual action which has to be ex
plained, but a social relation which is based on power inequality
Deviance then is only behavior to which the label has been attached,
and a deviant is a person whose behavior is labeled as such (Becker,
1963, p. 9).

This labeling takes place in a definitional process.

The creation of a deviant image includes not only the formal process
of definition through the agencies of social control but also the
process of creating a changed (deviant) identity (self-concept).
Tannenbaum (1938), Lemert (1951), and Schur (1969) analyzed the
commission of an act as well as the definitional dimension.

The

terms primary and secondary deviation were introduced by Lemert
(1951).

According to Lemert, primary deviation is the original

deviance which has only little influence on the identity of an
individual.

Secondary deviation is the process of social status

degradation resulting from the official reaction which is also
visible for those not directly involved with the deviant.
process is twofold:

This

(1) it takes part on the level of perception

and definition and (2) on the individual level through the change in
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self-concept.

When the person is once stigmatized as criminal,

it

becomes extremely difficult to free himself from that label.
The whole process of selection, degradation and conviction re
sults in individual stress and a weakening of institutional ties.
Where no integrative alternative is offered, the weakening of these
ties continues and the possibility of further deviance increases.
Disintegrative (excluding) reactions (e.g., formal convictions,
incarceration, out-of-horae placements) increase the possibility of
further deviance.

If this deviance comes to the attention of offi

cial agencies, the reaction will be intensified.

This again weakens

the institutional ties and increases the stress on the individual.
The person now becomes defined as a repeated law violator and re
cidivist.

The deviant identity is reinforced within the major so

cial institutions and alienates the person further from these mean
ingful relationships.

The official reactions to further deviance

develop a self-dynamic escalating effect and reinforce each other
with every new conviction.
At the end of the excluding process the label of a career
criminal is attached and the breakdown of institutional ties com
plete.

By now the development of positive bonds and role-relations

to meaningful institutions is seriously jeopardized and in the view
of the formal agencies of social control (police, court, correc
tions) the individual is measured by his prior official registra
tion.

The criminal career develops a self-dynamic process,

influen

ced and explainable primarily by the official interventions them
selves.
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Summary

This theoretical model was generated as an attempt to explain
the dynamics o£ recidivism and criminal career in a long term per
spective.

The inclusion of the self-dynamics of the effects of

official reaction (conviction,

incarceration) into further empirical

and theoretical works, dealing with the development of criminal
careers and recidivism in a longitudinal study, will contribute to a
further understanding of deviance.
However,

it is not presumed that all recidivists conform to the

theoretical model in the same way since there are other dimensions
like time which influence the manifestation or change of behavior.
This model is only an attempt to explain the likely development of
and influence of judicial reactions on repeated lawbreaking.
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CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH ISSUES

Basis and Limitations o£ this Study

This research is based on the raw data material Hoebbel (1966)
collected for his dissertation and an own follow-up study for which
the official records of the Federal Offender Register in Berlin were
evaluated.

The results of Hoebbel's study which was primarily prog

nosis orientated were published by him in 1968 and 1981.

Because

of the current standards of sociological inquiry and theory many of
the variables used by Hoebbel seem today theoretically and empiri
cally very weak and imprecise.

Today, many of Hoebbel's prognosis

factors would also be criticized and doubted also by the proponents
of such research today.
Measured by the current standards in social science, a lot of
the variables also seem irrelevant.

But one has to keep in mind

that there is de facto only little empirical knowledge about the
process of criminal careers and the causes of recidivism, even if
modern statistical methods are applied.

On the other hand there are

a lot of classical individual and social characteristics which are
still viewed as relevant by a large number of practitioners and
theorists.

Herein lies the advantage of this raw-data material

which reflects the empirical social reality of life without an

34
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underlying theoretical limitation.
The primary data file included 290 variables which were col
lected from official prison records of 500 juveniles.

These juveni

les were released from two youth prisons of the State of NorthrhineWestfalia in 1960 and had been convicted within the jurisdiction of
the District Court of Hamm.

In this sense, the study population

consists of a total population and not a sample.

However, a genera

lization of the results for the whole State of Northrhine-Vestfalia
is not unproblematic.

In this respect tests of significance have

been neglected.
To evaluate recidivism within the first follow-up period (FUP),
which included the time from release until the middle of 1966, Hoeb
bel evaluated the crime registers of those 500 released juveniles.
The second follow-up period reached from June 1, 1966, until July,
1, 1971.

Both follow-up periods cover a time of about 10 years.

The data of those members of the population who had died in the
meantime where replaced with data of others.
In this follow-up study all those juveniles have been excluded
who were not part of Hoebbel's original data set in 1966 or whose
registers could not be evaluated with the criteria necessary to make
an exact comparison with the prior data.

For this reason in the

third follow-up period which covers the time from July 1971 to June
1981 only 461 persons could be included.
There are two major limitations in the third follow-up period.
On the one hand, the follow-up was restricted to data in the crime
registers due to economic considerations.

On the other hand,
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analysis of prison files, which would have provided important
information, was prohibited by Privacy Law restrictions.

For these

reasons interesting aspects, especially in the field of labeling
processes, had to be neglected.
In addition, a strictly empirically guided testing of hypo
thesis attempting to offer explanations about the causality of fac
tors leading to recidivism will not be possible.

However,

it is

still possible to make significant statements about the effects and
meaning of single biographical factors for the future career.

By

doing so, theoretical statements about the factors influencing this
development can be examined.

That is to say, it is still possible

to describe the long term relevance of single factors which are
viewed as explaining crime.
This is of special relevance since most of the current crimi
nological theories about crime are, in fact, theories about crimes
of juveniles and are therefore at best able.to explain only the
beginning of so called careers.

For the crime of adults or their

career, these theories offer little explanatory power and a direct
imposition of these theories in the sense of an empirical falsifica
tion would be a quite senseless undertaking.

However, this does not

exclude the fact that some single factors have a relevance beyond
youth.
Another limitation of this study lies in the exclusion of
offenses committed by the population.

An inclusion in the third

follow-up period did not seem to make sense since Hoebbel himself in
his first follow-up periods did not collect any information about
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further offenses.

This factor would surely have been of special

interest, but legally determined reasons for an official action do
not necessarily have to be included since this research concentrates
on the question of factors influencing the dynamics of a career.
The offense is merely judged as a factor which mirrors the influence
of other factors and is not seen as a factor which directly influen
ces these other factors.

In this respect a relation between the

frequency of offenses and the number and severity of convictions can
be assumed.

For the question of the influence of early individual,

social and judicial factors on the further development and the be
ginning of or the departure from a career, the type of offense can
be ignored.
The objectives of this study are, therefore:
1.

To determine the meaning and adequacy of selected factors

for further recidivism.
2.

To determine the influence of the judicial reaction on

further recidivism.
3.

To determine the interrelationship between individual and

social factors and the official judicial reaction.
4.

To provide empirical evidence for the theoretical

explanation of selected factors in the early biography and their
meaning for a criminal career and thus.
5.

To provide information for a meaningful criminal justice

policy on the grounds of empirical evidence.
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Assertions and Assumptions

This research on the criminal career development of juveniles
released from a youth prison draws upon a highly selected popula
tion.

The selection criteria can be divided into four major catego

ries:

(1) individual factors,

(2) social factors,

cial reactions, and (4) kind of offense committed.

(3) prior judi
These factors

are seen as influencing the further development of the accused and
provide the basis for any case decision-making.

Thus, conviction is

based upon the essential assumption that offenders can be divided
into at least two groups:

juveniles with relevant identifiable

socialization deficits that will lead to further criminal behavior
and juveniles with no such deficits.

This basic assumption leads to

several assertions:
1.

There is a measurable influence of certain individual

characteristics.
2.

There is a difference in characteristics between a

recidivist and a non-recidivist.
3.

The judicial reaction itself is not seen as a contributing

factor to recidivism.
4.

The judicial reaction itself is seen as rehabilitative.

5.

It is possible to make a prognosis about future behavior on

the grounds of factors resorted in the past.
From these assertions the following provisional assumptions can
be derived:
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1.

If recidivism is based on such characteristics, then

the two independent variable groups— individual characteristics and
social characteristics— should be significantly different for the
groups of recidivists and non-recidivists.
2.

If recidivism is based only on individual and social

characteristics then the judicial reaction should not have any
negative influence on future behavior.
3.

That there is an empirical measurable influence of

these factors.
Formal Hypothesis:
These broad assumptions can be specified into two formal hypo
thesis.
Hypothesis 1 :

Recidivism is a result of early individual

and social deficits and these factors have a long-term influence on
behavior.

Official penal reaction

Hypothesis 2 :

Individual and

has no negative influence itself.
social deficits have an

influence on the perception of the

agencies of social control.

more negative this picture is, the

higher the probability of

The

conviction and the higher becomes the probability of recidivism.
Through recidivism this picture becomes even more negative which
results in a reinforcement of this influence.

Methodology of the Study

This study examines the process of legal careers.

The inclu

sion of new variables, seen as influencing this process on behalf of
the different research approaches (prison research, career research,
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labeling research), was not possible in this study for pragmatic
reasons and Privacy Law regulations.

These new Privacy Law regula

tions prohibited the evaluation of official records of individuals
unless the person himself agreed.

This requires knowledge about

personal data which where not available to me.

The only way to

obtain the necessary information about the legal history from the
Federal Offender Register in Berlin was through a Ministry of J us
tice.

There the names were transferred into a number matching the

number of the persons Hoebbel evaluated in 1966.
Federal Offender Registers data for the original group studied
by Hoebbel in 1961 were collected in 1986.

Some members of the

original population were excluded since they had died in the mean
time.

Thus, from the original group of 500 finally data for 461

persons where available to me.

This analysis relies on the explana

tory power of criteria located in the youth of this research sample
and were perceived as being important by judicial decision makers.
In that sense these factors at least found introduction into the
official prison and court records.

From the numerous variables

Hoebbel collected, several variables were selected for the statisti
cal testing in this study.

The criteria for the selection of these

single variables (see Appendix A) are based on:

(a) theoretical

plausibility and (b) sufficient numbers in the variable values.
Especially for the second reason a large number of interesting and
also theoretically legitimate variables (e.g., criminality of pa
rents, psychological or psychiatric disorders in the family, own
psychological or medical disorders) had to be left aside.

Of the
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290 variables Hoebbel evaluated, thirty were included in this
study.

Most of the variables had to be recoded for this purpose.

Some of the variables were not usable in the original form and were
transferred into sum-variables (variable #500 to variable #700).
The statistical procedures were done on an IBM Computer of the
University of Heidelberg with the SFSS-Version 8 and SAS programs.
Some procedures were not available in the programs (e.g., the defi
cit grouping and the SAS-Variable) and had to be programmed.

For

the statistical procedure, bivariate and multivariate analyses were
applied.

While bivariate analysis is based on cross-tabulation and

the resulting correlation in cases of multivariate analysis regres
sion analysis was used.

In this study path analysis was applied

which can be understood as a generalization of multiple regression
analysis.

It differs from multiple regression analysis insofar as

in a complex model more than one dependent variable can be included
and that the regression coefficients are standardized.

Since the

complexity of theoretical assumptions (models) demands more than
simple statistical procedures for the testing of such models in the
last part of this study path analysis was applied to test the ef
fects of early biographical factors.
This study uses a retrospective approach that attempts to m ea
sures recidivism after serving a prison sentence.

The general pro

blem of the measurement of recidivism (see Kerner,

1976; Hoefer,

1976; Rehn 1979; Voss,
study.

1980) can therefore be left aside for this

Still the problem of definition remains.

In this study

three definitions are being used which in principle follow those in
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other studies (see Berkhauer and Hasenpusch,

1981; Mai,

1985):

Definition 1

(RD 1): Recidivism is every new conviction.

Definition 2

(RD 2): Recidivism is every new conviction

to imprisonment.
Definition 3 (RD 3):

Recidivism is every new serving of a

prison sentence since release in 1961.
In this sense, recidivism, as used in this study is measured on
the basis of actions carried out by official agencies of social
control.

This means, that only those criminal acts which came to

the official knowledge of police and criminal justice agencies and
which were dealt with in a formal way are considered as recidivism.
Thus the concept of recidivism is dependent upon the sanctioning
strategies of these agencies and not by the acts really committed
against penal norms (and possibly not registered or sanctioned).
Since this is a general error source of all recidivism studies (dark
figure studies excluded),
the other hand it
other studies.

it is also true for this study.

But on

enables us to compare the results with those of

Furthermore this study is interested in the pro-

cessual development of careers and for this purpose the sanctioning
intervention of judicial agencies seems to constitute an acceptable
approach to measure the long-term effects of early factors (see
Figure 2).

Characteristics of the Population

Hoebbel's interest was to evaluate the results of research on
prognosis and to conduct a comparative evaluation between the dif
ferent prognosis models and criteria.

Therefore, for this study a
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DEVIANT BEHAVIOUR

INFORMAL REACTION

POSITIVE
ALTERNATIVES

OFFICIAL

REACTION

WEAKENED INSTITUTIONAL
TIES

STRESS

TIGHTENED INSTITU
TIONAL TIES

CONFORMITY

FURTHER DEVIANCE

INTENSIFIED
OFFICIAL REACTION

DEFINITION
AS RECIDIVIST

FURTHER DEVIANCE

BREAKDOWN OF INSTI
TUTIONAL TIES

INTENSIFIED
OFFICIAL REACTION

FURTHER DEVIANCE

INTENSIFIED OFFICIAL
REACTION

Figure 2.

DEFINITION AS
CAREER CRIMINAL

Theoretical Model Explaining Recidivism.
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large number of variables had to be constructed and evaluated.
These variables concentrate on those fields which were in the center
of classical discussions:

personality of the offender, family,

school, profession, criminality, contacts with the official system,
and institutional behavior.
Table 1 gives a survey about individual traits, social factors
and judicial experience of the sample population in 1961.

This

table shows that the population of this study (and of the youth
prisons) differs significantly from the average of the same age
group in the general population.

The data in Table 1, based on the

original data, highlight the negative social characteristics fre
quently associated with delinquency.

Nearly 90% of the juveniles

had no formal professional/vocational training with 68% having un
skilled jobs and 38Z having failed school completely.

About one

third experienced a self-caused unemployment and 54% had no constant
job.

In 28% the father was without any professional training and in

19% of the case the brothers or sisters had a criminal record.
Disturbed emotional relations within the family can be found in
about 80% of the cases.

Also, the economic situation of the family

in about 25% of the cases is judged as poor by official agencies.
More than 50% of the juveniles showed aggressive behavior and almost
half of the group had weak institutional ties.
ficulties in solving conflicts.

About 40% had dif

In 65% of the families a negative

educational climate was observed and 62% of the parents were lacking
educational ability.

In 22% of the cases the parents were divorced,

in 35% at least one parents had died and in an additional 14% the
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marriage of the parents was defined as "broken."
In the field of judicial factors more than 502 had prison ex
periences.

Between 252 and 302 had got a negative release- or con

viction prognosis and almost 502 had got no release on parole.

262

had experiences in out-of-home placements (e.g., group homes) and
about 1/5 had more than two prior convictions.

On 24.32 of the ju

veniles prison two or more disciplinary measures were inflicted
within prison and the conduct of 10.22 was judged negative.

On the

other hand in only 5.62 a negative working attitude was certified.
While 26.62 of the juveniles committed their offenses exclusi
vely alone, 33.32 had one or two accomplices.

The overwhelming

majority of the juveniles committed their offenses with one or more
others.
These characteristics point to the highly selective character
of the study population.

The data included in the table also give

an idea of what was perceived to be important by the agencies of
social control in the late 50s.

Table 1
Characteristics of the Study Population

Traits/Factors

Individual Traits (IF)
loitering
lacking ability for conflict solution
intelligence deficit
mendacity
age at first offense under 14 years
illegitimate birth

Percent

462
382
292
262
262

102
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Table 1— Continued

Traits/Factors

Family Factors (FF)
disturbed relationship with parents
lack of good educational climate
lack of educational ability of parents
more than two children
one or both parents dead
parents divorced
frequent change in person responsible for
education (more than twice)
marriage of parents broken
parental alcohol abuse

Percent

85Z
65Z
62Z
47Z
35Z
22Z
17Z
14Z
11Z

Social Factors (SF)
no finished professional training
last job as unskilled worker
no permanent job
school failure

88Z
68Z
54Z
38Z

self-caused unemployment
father without professional training
poor living conditions in parental home
frequent change of employer
poor economic conditions in the household
brothers or sisters have criminal record
parents have criminal record

35Z
28Z
28Z
25Z
20Z
19Z
7Z

Judicial Factors (JF)
prison experience
no parole
negative conviction prognosis
negative release prognosis
prior out-of-home placements
more than 2 prior convictions

55Z
48Z
29Z
26Z
26Z
21Z

Table 2 shows the age at release from prison in 1960.
12Z of the juveniles were under 18 years of age.

About

The majority was

between 18 and 19 years (53Z) and 17.6Z were older than 19 years.
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! average age of the group was 19.2 years (see Table 2).

Table 2
Age at Release in 1960

Age

Percent

Number

15 years

2

0.4Z

16 years

13

2.6Z

17 years

46

9.2Z

18 years

86

17.2X

19 years

148

2 9 . 6X

20 years

117

2 3 .4Z

21 years

70

1 4 . 0Z

22 years and more

18

3.6Z

500

100. oz

Table 3 and Table 4 show the age at first offense and at the
first conviction to youth imprisonment.

Just almost 44Z of the

group were younger than 18 years and about 7.OX were between 14 and
15 years at their first conviction.

28.2X committed their first

registered offense between 7 and 13 years.

Only 6.4Z were older

than 18 years when they were registered first.

10.6X were older

than 19 years when they got their first conviction to youth impri
sonment.

The average at the first offense was 14.7 years and 18.2

years at the first conviction to imprisonment.
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Table 3
Age at First Offense

Number

Percent

7 to 13 years

129

28.22

14 to 16 years

183

40.02

17 to 18 years

116

25.42

19 to 21 years

29

6.42

500

100.02

Age

Table 4
Age at First Conviction to Youth Imprisonment

Age

Number

Percent

14 to 15 years

35

7.02

16 to 17 years

186

37.22

18 to 19 years

226

45.22

53

10.62

500

100.02

19 years and more
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If one analyzes the population using the first definition of
recidivism (RD 1), during the first two follow-up periods, a rela
tively high recidivism rate emerges, coming close to the amount of
802 which is so often being quoted in the literature.

For the popu

lation of this study it can be stated that failure seems to be the
rule.

There were new convictions for 77.62 members of the group,

during the first follow-up period.

From those who were not con

victed in this period, about 22.42 received new convictions in the
second follow-up period.

This results in a general failure rate of

83.82 for the first and second follow-up period.
At first sight this creates a very negative image of the popu
lation.

If one looks at the data in a second, more detailed way,

one can observe that only 58.42 failed in the second follow-up pe
riod, as opposed to 77.62 in the first one.

This shows a tendency,

which is often observed by practitioners, that more often than a
quick success is the steady decline in severeness of offenses as
well as in the frequency of convictions.

Summary

In summary, this study provides an empirical analysis of 476
juveniles released from two juvenile prisons in the State of Northrhine-Westfalia in 1960.

It is based on a raw-data set originally

created for the purpose of a dissertation in 1967.

The data for the

third follow-up period were collected in 1986 from the files of the
Federal Offender Register and were matched with the original data
set.

Two hypothesis for testing were constructed.

A first overview
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about the study population has been presented which confirms its
highly selected character.

Bivariate and multivariate analyses will

be applied to examine the relationship between early biographical
factors and future recidivism.

Chapter V presents the bivariate and

multivariate analyses.
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CHAPTER V

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Introduction

The results o£ the study will be presented in three parts.
First, the findings of the third follow-up period will be shown.

In

the next part a description of the development on all three follow
up periods (1961-1981) will be presented.

Finally, the multivariate

analysis of the career development and the effects of the different
factors on the later process of the legal career will be offered.

Results of the Third Follow-Up Period

Unlike Hoebbel's five year periods, the time span in this fol
low up period is ten years.

This does not allow a direct comparison

of the results of the studies as the population in the third period
had almost the double "recidivism" period available.
the development within the third period.

Table 5 shows

In spite of the longer

time, 50.4% had no further conviction during this period.

Nearly a

quarter (24.5%) had up to two convictions were inflicted, and 15.1%
got three and four convictions, but only 9.9% had five or more con
victions.

The average conviction rate was 3.0, which is equivalent

to 0.3 convictions per year or an average of one conviction per
three years.

51
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Table 5
Number of Convictions in the Third FUP

Number of
Convictions

None

Number

Percentage

240

50.42

1

63

13.22

2

54

11.32

3

44

9.22

4

28

5.92

5

16

3.42

6

14

‘ 2.92

7

9

1.92

8 and more

8

1.62

476

100.02

Looking at the kind of the most severe single convictions it is
observed that only about 33Z were sentenced to imprisonment at all
(see Table 6), two thirds (66.6%) of this group were given an un
suspended prison sentence of which 58.52 received a sentence of
longer than one year.

The percentage of persons given an unsuspen

ded sentence in relation to the total group is only about 202; the
percentage of the persons with a prison sentence of more than one
year is only about 112.

This result is surprising in so far as the

results of other studies would have indicated an expectation of a
much higher rate.
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Table 6
Severest Single Conviction in the Third FUP

Kind of convictions

n

Percentage

240

50.4

Fine

80

16.8

Suspended sentence

61

12.8

Unsuspended sentence

94 (476)

19.8

Up to 6 month

17

18.1

6 month to 1 year

22

23.4

1 to 2 years

29

30.8

More than 2 years

26 (94)

27.7

No conviction

Of these were:

When one compares the kind and number o£ convictions it becomes
evident that a large number of persons received fines relatively
often,
ods.

irrespective of their prior convictions in the former peri
In the sense of an automatic intensification of a legal career

this group does not reach the stage of imprisonment.
secured 3 or more fines.

However,

The average fine rate was 2.0.

25.6%

In addi

tion, 40.4% were sentenced only once to imprisonment within the
third follow-up period.

The average number of convictions to im

prisonment is with 2.3 convictions only slightly higher than the
fine rate as shown in Table 7.
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Table 7
Number of Fines and Convictions to Imprisonment in the
Third FUP (Including Suspended and Included Sentences)

Number of
convictions

Fines
n

(X)

Prison sentences
n
(X)

None

304

63.9

320

67.2

1

81

17.0

63

13.2

2

47

9.9

33

6.9

3

19

4.0

28

5.9

4

14

2.9

20

4.2

5 and .more

11

2.3

12

2.5

476

100.0

476

100.0

Table 8 provides an overview of the relation of the formally
imposed length of the sentence and the time actually served.

With

the increase in the length of the formal conviction the length of
the real stay in an institution also comes closer to the formally
imposed length.

The way in which career aspects have an effect will

be evaluated in a later part of this study.

Here it is important to

note that the average length of the formally imposed conviction was
27.4 months; the average length of the actually served time was 27.3
months.
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Table 8
Total Length of Imprisonment Sentences Third FUP

n

Up to 6 month

41

26.2

18

16.4

Up to 1 year

28

17.9

22

20.0

Up to 2 years

33

21.1

31

28.2

Up to 3 years

16

10.3

9

8.2

Up to 4 years

12

7.7

11

10.0

Up to 5 years

9

5.8

7

6.3

Above 5 years

17

11.0

12

10.9

No prison sentence

Formal
(X)

In Fact Served
n
(Z)

Length of
Sentence

320

—

366

—

447

100.0

476

100.0

A total of 63 persons (13.2X) were sentenced to pay a fine bet
ween DM1,000 and DM2,000 ($500 to $1,000) and 4.0% got a fine above
DM2,000.

Sixty-eight persons received one suspended prison sentence

and in the case of 42 persons the sentences were suspended twice and
more.

The probation of 40 persons (8.4Z) was revoked once and 8

persons had more than one suspended sentence revoked.
At the end of the third FUP 240 persons had no convictions at
all, 79 had been convicted but had not received a prison sentence.
Thirty-five persons had been sentenced to imprisonment but did not
have to serve the sentence while 78 persons had served their
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sentence by the end of the third FUP and 43 were still in prison.

Recidivism in the Total Study Period
From 1961 Until 1981

Table 9 shows that about 16X of the research population receiv
ed no further conviction during the twenty-year-period and almost
30Z received no sentence to imprisonment.

Of the remaining convict

ed persons 71.9Z received more than 4 convictions.

From those sen

tenced to imprisonment 45.1Z received more than four prison senten
ces.

Of the convicted persons 14.9Z received more than 10 convict

ions and 8.4Z of the persons convicted to imprisonment got more than
10 convictions to imprisonment.

The average conviction rate is 4.8

and the rate for those convicted to imprisonment is 3.0 convictions.

Table 9

Number

Convictions
n
(Z)

None

73

15.8

128

27.8

1

46

10.0

74

16.1

2

64

13.9

59

12.8

3

45

9.8

50

10.8

4

38

8.2

38

00
to

Number of Convictions to Imprisonment During
the Total Follow-Up Period

137

29.7

84

18.2

58

12.6

28

6.1

5-10
11+

461

Convict, to Imprisonment
n
(X)

461
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These numbers do not in themselves say very much about the
intensity o£ the judicial intervention.

Table 10 and 11 give an

overview of the formally imposed and actually served prison senten
ces.

It can be observed that within the first two follow-up periods

56.6% of those who served a prison sentence, and where information
was provided, were imprisoned for over 2 years and 22.7% of the
group were imprisoned for more than 5 years.

On the other hand,

34.5% of the total group had not served a prison sentence at all
during this period.

Table 10
Length of Imprisonment During the First and Second
Follow-Up Periods

Length of stay

Number

Percentage

159

34.5%

Up to 12 months

59

12.8%

12 to 24 months

46

10.0%

24 to 36 months

37

8.0%

36 to 48 months

31

6.7%

48 to 60 months

14

3.0%

60 to 72 months

15

3.2%

72 to 84 months

21

4.6%

84 to 96 months

4

0.9%

Above 96 months

15

3.2%

No information

60

13.0%

461

100.0%

No served sentence

Total
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Table 11
Length o£ the Served Prison Sentence Within the
Total Follow-Up Period (1960-1981)

Length of stay

No served sentence

Number

Percentage

148

32.IX

Up to

12 months

52

11.3%

12 to

24 months

49

10.6%

24 to

36 months

32

6.9%

36 to

48 months

25

5.4%

48 to

60 months

11

2.4%

60 to

72 months

5

1.1%

72 to

84 months

8

1.7%

84 to

96 months

9

1.9%

96 to 108 months

13

2.8%

Above 108 months

22

4.8%

No information

87

18.8%

461

100.0%

Total
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Table 12
Number of Persons With New Convictions in the
Different Follow-Up Periods

Convictions Within the
Different FUPs

Number

Percentage

No convictions in all
3 FUPs

73

15.8%

Conviction in 1st FUP

88

19.1%

Conviction in 2nd FUP

14

3.0%

Conviction in 3rd FUP

8

1.7%

Conv.

in 1st and 2nd FUP

58

12.6%

Conv.

in .1st and 3rd FUP

39

8.5%

Conv.

in 2nd and 3rd FUP

21

4.6%

Conviction in all 3 FUP

160

34.7%

Total

461

100.0%

When one takes the whole twenty-year follow-up period into con
sideration, no significant empirical evidence for the "logic of
intensification of legal sanctions" in the sense of the assumption
of the labeling approach can be found.

Although the number of per

sons who did not serve a prison sentence declines,

the number of

persons who served prison sentences of more than 5 years is 52 (55
in the first two follow-up periods).

Consequently,

the number of

persons with prison sentences declined from 137 to 125.

In the

total follow-up period 322 managed to serve no prison sentence.
one includes those persons in whose cases no information was
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documented in the files, 60X did not have any information in the Of
fenders Registers pointing to an imprisonment (see Table 10).
Of special interest too, seems to be the question at what point
in time the person recidivated.

Most recidivism studies come to the

conclusion that recidivism is the rule during the first 5 years
after release.

However, this cannot be judged as empirically va

lidated in general since the relatively short observation period of
these studies (generally five years,

in a few cases ten years) lim

its the explanatory power.
This study included twenty years with two periods of five years
and one of ten years.

This makes it possible to illustrate the

existence and the distribution of recidivism within each period.
Table 10 shows that on one side 15.8X of the group had no convic
tions in all three periods while on the other hand, 34.7% received
at least one conviction during these periods.
only,

During one period

2 3 .91 (110) were convicted and 25.6X received convictions

within two periods.

In a more detailed view it can be seen that

41. 2X (160) of the recidivists were convicted in the first or second
or in the first and second FUP.

This is exactly the same percentage

of recidivists who were convicted in all three FUPs.

Within the

second or third and the second and third FUP only 11.OX (42) re
ceived another conviction while only 8.5X (39) received a conviction
within only the first and third FUP.
Table 13 shows the distribution of convictions to imprisonment.
Here 27.8X of the population did not receive such a conviction.

A

number of 142 (30.8X) got a conviction to imprisonment in only one
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follow-up period, 21% (97) received such a conviction in two followup periods and 20.4Z were convicted to a prison sentence in all
three follow-up periods.

Here also the rate of persons sentenced to

imprisonment is highest during the first ten years.

Within the

first or second and the first and second FUP 55.3% were sentenced to
imprisonment.

The percentage declined to 28.2% for those convicted

to such a sentence within the second or third and the second and
third FUP.

Only 8.1% (27) received a conviction to imprisonment

within the first and third FUP.

28.2% (94) of that group got a con

viction to imprisonment in all 3 FUPs.

As in many other studies,

also in this study the culminating point of recidivism lies in the
first five respectively first ten years after release.

Only a very

small percentage receives new convictions only in the third FUP, ten
years after their release.

Table 13
Number of Persons With Convictions to Imprisonment
Within the Different FUPs

Convictions to Imprisonment
Within the Three FUPs

Number

Percentage

No such conviction in all
3 FUPs

128

27.8%

Conviction in 1st FUP

108

23.4%

Conviction in 2nd FUP

21

4.6%

Conviction in 3rd FUP

13

2.8%

Conv.

55

11.9%

in 1st and 2nd FUP
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Table 13— Continued

Convictions to Imprisonment
Within the Three FUPs

Number

Percentage

Conv.

in 1st and 3rd FUP

27

5.9Z

Conv.

in 2nd and 3rd FUP

15

3.2Z

Conviction in all 3 FUPs

94

20.4Z

461

100.0Z

Total

Measuring the general success of the study population a clear
negative picture results.

Table 14 shows failure independent of

what measure of recidivism is used.

If one takes the most negative

definition for the population (conviction) the success rate is
15.8Z.

If one applies the most restrictive definition for the agen

cies of social control (serving of a prison sentence) the success
rate is 39.6%.

This at least allows the conclusion that imprison

ment does not contribute significantly to the departure from a cri
minal career.

It is more likely that imprisonment, by means of its

strong element of social exclusion, contributes considerably to a
criminal career.

However the failure rate is measured,

it demon

strates that the failure of the criminal justice system is evident.
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Table 14
Dimensions of Recidivism According to the Different
Definitions in the Total FUP

n

%

n

RD 1

388

84.2%

461

RD 2

333

72.2%

461

RD 3

226

60.4%

374

Recidivism definition (RD)

Note.
RD
RD
RD

Definition:

1 - RD is each new conviction;
2 - RD is each new conviction to imprisonment;
3 > RD is each new serving of a prison sentence.

An important
to be the age.

factor in the process of criminal career does seem
In the third follow-up period 240 persons were free

of any conviction.

Within the second follow-up period the number

was 209 and within the first period it was i04.

At the end of the

third follow-up period the average age of the study population was
41.4 years.

The Influence of Individual Traits on Recidivism

For the purpose of statistical analysis character variables
were selected, which, on the one hand, had a theoretical plausibi
lity and, on the other, did not have a large number of missing data
thus making statistical evaluation possible and meaningful.

It was

important to find variables representative of both offender orien
tated and agency of control orientated approaches.
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Table 15 compares those offenders with and without specific
early individual traits,

intelligence deficit, mendacity, and ag

gressiveness and their subsequent conviction rates during each of
the follow-up periods.

There is little difference between them;

in

both groups the proportion not reconvicted over time increases.
Interestingly,

those initially characterized as possessing mendacity

and aggressiveness actually had a slightly better rate of non-con
viction over the twenty year period than those not so characterized.
Taking a summary across all three traits, those with incrimi
nating factors tend to have slightly higher reconviction rates than
those without the characteristics, but during the third follow-up
period, approximately half of both groups had not been reconvicted
(see Table 15).
Overall, those without the personality traits had a conviction
rate of 2.0 in the first FUP and those with such traits received 2.3
convictions per year; this rate shows no difference in the second
FUP with 1.3 convictions for both groups.

In the third FUP those

without had an average conviction rate (counted on a 5 year basis)
of 0.8 while those with personality traits had a rate of 0.7 convic
tions.

This difference can be explained by the random variation and

therefore should not be considered as significant.

These results

indicate that the long term development of a criminal career is not
determinated significantly by these selected individual factors.
can be assumed that the development is independent of these early
registered single factors.

Nor would be found a clear indication

for a moderating influence of the imprisonment.
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Table 15
Early Personality Traits

Variables

FOP
1-2

FUP
3

Non-Conviction Rate
FUP1
FUP2
FUP3

Difference

Average
F0P1

Reconviction Rate
FUP2
FOP3

Difference

Intelligence
Deficit
Mo
Yes

355
145

330
131

24.6%
23.4%

42.7%
39.9%

53.0%
44.3%

+28.4%
+20.9%

2.1
2.4

1.5
1.3

1.7
1.4

-0.4
-1.0

Total
Difference

-

-

+1.2%

+2.8%

+8.7%

+ 7.5%

-0.2

-0.2

-0.3

-0.6

No
Yes

370
130

342
119

25.4%
28.0%

44.1%
37.7%

50.0%
52.1%

+24.6%
+31.3%

2.0
2.4

1.2
1.4

1.5
1.6

-0.5
-0.8

Total
Difference

-

-

+4.6%

+6.4%

-2.1t

- 6.7%

-0.4

-0.2

-0.1

-0.3

No
Yes

237
265

216
245

29.6%
24.7%

43.5%
41.4%

45.8%
54.7%

+16.2%
+30.0%

2.0
2.2

1.2
1.3

1.5
1.4

-0.5
-0.8

Total
Difference

-

-

+4.9%

+2.1%

-8.9%

-13.8%

-0.2

-0.1

-0.1

-0.3

Mendacity

Aggressiveness
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The Meaning of Socialization Characteristics
for Recidivism

Within criminology the structurally incomplete family (broken
home) has always played an important role in delinquency.

However,

empirical research has demonstrated that a simple linear causation
relationship between "broken home and criminality" does not exist
(Dolde,

1978).

This conclusion still, however, has not been ac

cepted by the majority of practitioners.
(see Table 16) are quite interesting.

The data from this study

If one leaves aside the fact

that for a small number of persons both parents or only the mother
had died, the material provides a lot of ad hoc interpretation which
would nullify each other.

In relation to the average conviction

rate as well as to the non-conviction rate those persons whose moth
er had died significantly improved in terms of non-conviction during
the first FUP.

Those with no father are in second place and, as to

be expected, those whose parents were both dead are in the group
with the worst position.
During the second FUP this picture changes.

Now those children

with a "complete" family are in the best position.
ther had died descend to the most negative position;
FUP, however, they achieved the best position.

Those whose m o 
in the third

This late deteriora

tion stands in contrast to the theories of socialization which
point out the importance of the close bond to the mother in early
childhood.

A view on the average conviction rates during the second

FUP shows an almost complete adjustment of risks in the long run.
This also is true for the third FUP.

While the difference in the
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Table 16
Incomplete Family

FOP
1-2

Variables

FOP
3

Non-Conv ic t ion Rate
FOP1
F0P2
FOP3

Difference

Average
FOP1

Reconviction Rate
FOP2
FOP3

Difference

Family
Structure
Both Parents
Alive

324

296

22.8%

43.8%

49.7%

+26.9%

2.1

1.2

1.5

-0.6

Father Dead

117

110

25.6%

41.0%

54.5%

+28.9%

2.3

1.4

1.3

-1.0

Mother Dead

39

36

33.3%

35.9%

55.7%

+22.4%

1.6

1.3

1.2

-0.4

Both Parents
Dead

20

19

20.0%

40.0%

49.6%

+29.6%

2.1

1.3

2.3

+0.2

+3.5%

+4.8%

-3.6%

+/-0%

+0.1

-0.1

-0.1

+0.2

Total
Difference

-

-

o\
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average conviction rate between the groups is only minimal (- 0.1
convictions), the conviction rate of those persons who had lost both
parents increases during the third FUP considerably.

On the other

hand, there is relatively little difference in the non-conviction
rate for all groups.
When one observes the educational ability of the parents a
similar picture is evident.

Except for those children who were pla

ced in foster care, all improved during the three periods.
shows the distribution of this characteristic.

Table 17

Those children

placed in foster care had a clear increase in the non-conviction
rate as well as a decrease in the average conviction rate during the
second FUP.

Their percentage of non-conviction decreases by 13.4%

in relation to the second FUP.

Correspondingly, the average convic

tion rate for the remaining members of the group increases by 1.1
conviction per year.

This is still 0.9 higher than the most nega

tive variable category ("bad").

It also supports the assumption

that institutional placement at least does not positively affect the
further development of criminality.

The variable in general does

not support any significant assumption for the explanation of a
criminal career in the long run.
Another important factor in the socialization process is pro
fessional training,

i.e.^some form of apprenticeship.

Good profes

sional skills improve or limit the chances to participate success
fully in the society.

How long the influence of deficits in em

ployed skills continues is demonstrated in Table 18.

The group who

successfully completed some professional training had in the third
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Table 17
Educational Ability of Parents

Difference

•Average
FUP1

Reconviction Rate
FUP2
FUP3

FUP
1-2

FUP
3

Non-Conv ic t ion Rate
FUP1
FUP2
FUP3

Good or
Average

76

73

28.9%

52.6%

50.7%

+21.8%

1.9

0.9

1.9

+/-0

Half/Half

28

27

21.4%

42.9%

51.8%

+30.4%

2.2

1.3

1.5

-0.7

310

284

24.2%

36.4%

48.2%

+24.0%

2.1

1.3

1.6

-0.5

Unclear

65

57

23.1%

58.5%

68.4%

+45.3%

2.4

1.0

0.8

-1.6

Foster Care

20

65

15.0%

45.0%

31.6%

+16.6%

2.1

1.4

2.5

+0.4

+5.6% +12.0%

+/-0%

+/-0%

-0.2

-0.4

+/-0

+/-0

Variables

Difference

Educational
Ability

Bad

Total
Difference

-

-

o\
to
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Table 18
Professional Training

FOP
1-2

FUP
3

Non-Conv ic t ion Rate
FUP1
F UP2
FUP3

69

57

36.1%

63.9%

Dropped

291

266

24.7%

Not Begun

140

130

17.9%

Total
Difference

-

-

Variables

Difference

Average
FUP1

Reconviction Rate
FUP2
FUP3

64.9%

+28.8%

1.6

0.7

1.0

-0.6

40.6%

50.4%

+25.7%

2.0

1.3

1.0

-0.6

36.4%

45.4%

+27.5%

2.3

1.4

1.7

-0.6

-*•14.8% +25.4%

+17.0%

-0.5

-0.6

-0.5

+/-o

Difference

Professional
Training
Finished

-6.4%

O
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FUP almost 20% more non-convictions than the group who did not
begin such a training at all.

Also, their average conviction rate

in the third FUP is 0.7 convictions lower per year.

On the other

hand, when this factor is observed in the total study period (19611981) all three groups perform better.

While there is a slight dif

ference in the percentage of non-conviction, there is on the other
hand no difference at all in the average conviction rate.
therefore,

Time,

is the most important factor.

Taking the attitude towards work into consideration (see Table
19), the better starting position also remains. The average convic
tion rate at least comes closer, but is still higher with 0.5 con
victions more per year.
In a general review it seems that the data show that the lack
of abilities necessary for the concrete daily coping with life,
such as professional training and working attitude,

are of more

importance and explanatory power for future•behavior than (poten
tial) early discrimination or early maladjustment.

Again,

it can be

concluded that the group-related trends do not offer a specific
positive modification through imprisonment.

The Meaning of Criminality and Experiences
with Judicial Agencies for Recidivism

Congruent with more recent studies (e.g., Pongratz et al.,
1975; Traulsen,

1976; Wolfgang et al., 1972; Scanlon & Webb,

and Haapanen & Jesness,

1981,

1982), focussing on first-time offenders,

these data which rely on a highly selected population do not show a
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Table 19
Incomplete Family

Variables

FUP
3

FUP
1-2

Non-Conviction Rate
FUP1
FUP2
FUP3

Difference

Average
FUP1

Reconviction Rate
FUP2
F UP3

Difference

W&rking
Behavior
Normal

211

197

32.7%

51.7%

58.4%

+25.7%

1.6

0.9

1.2

-0.4

Irregular

265

243

17.0%

34.0%

43.6%

+26.6%

2.5

1.5

1.7

-0.8

18

16

33.3%

50.0%

50.0%

+16.7%

1.8

1.0

0.9

-0.9

+16.0% +18.8%

+4.0%

-5.4%

-0.9

-0.6

-0.5

-0.4

Unclear

Total
Difference

-

-

•vj

N)

significant correlation between the age at the first (registered)
offense and a later criminal career.

Such a difference can only be

shown if one cuts a separating line at the stage of five offenses
per year from first criminal liability until imprisonment.

But even

if this is done, the differences between the groups do not remain
for the total study period.
Stronger effects could be related to the reaction side.

The

number of judicial contacts (measured by the formal convictions with
sanctions and the experience of a more severe intervention, measured
through former institutionalization) seem to be connected with
developmental processes

which also show advantages in relation to

the non-conviction rate

in the long run.

Table 20 clearly shows an

inverse relationship between prior conviction and future conviction
rate.

After the third follow-up period, nearly two thirds (62.2%)

of those with no prior convictions before their initial imprison
ment were not reconvicted; of those with three or more priors, only
40. 6% were not reconvicted.

The Meaning of Behavior in Prison
for Recidivism

The available data

in this study do

not allow a very differen

tiated analysis of many

of the potential

variables which are deemed

important for imprisonment and the rehabilitation of an offender.
Unfortunately there were no data on positive measures offered by the
institution or regarding the staff-inmate relations, therapy etc.
Enough data were available about the behavior of the study group
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Table 20
Pre-Conviction and Pre-Imprisonment

Variables

POP
1-2

POP
3

Non-Conviction Rate
F0P1
POP2
POP3

Difference

Average
POP1

Reconviction Rate
POP2
POP3

Difference

Pre-Conviction
None

109

99

27.5*

49.5%

62.6%

+35.1%

1.9

1.1

1.2

1 Prior
Conviction

150

136

30.7%

48.0%

58.8%

+28.1%

1.8

1.0

1.1

-0.7

2 Prior
Convictions

135

130

19.3%

36.3%

40.0%

+20.7%

3.2

1.3

1.7

-1.5

3 and More
Prior
Convictions

106

96

17.9%

34.9%

40.6%

+22.7%

2.5

1.5

1.9

-0.2

Total
Difference

-

-

+5.1%

+9.8%

+16.1%

-0.4

-0.2

-0.4

-0.2

168

150

28.2%

47.2%

58.7%

+58.7%

1.9

1.1

1.3

-0.6

57

56

24.6%

42.1%

48.2%

+23.6%

2.4

1.2

1.6

-0.8

Imprisoned
Once

187

174

23.5%

42.2%

37.2%

+13.7%

2.0

1.2

1.4

-0.6

Imprisoned
Several
Times

88

81

18.2%

34.1%

58.7%

+40.5%

2.4

1.4

2.0

-0/5

+5.6%

+6.5%

+5.5%

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

+0.2

-0.7
\

+11.3%

Pre-Imprisonment
No Such
Sentence
Before
No Prior
Imprisonment

Total
Difference

-

-

+14.1%
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within prison and some data were found on the reaction of the
authorities towards that behavior.

In addition to a summary release

prognosis on each inmate, data were also available on disciplinary
events (measured through the disciplinary orders), general negative
expression (measured through bad adjustment) and a negative judge
ment of the working attitude (measured through the work behavior),
(see Table 21 and 22).
The data reaffirm that in the long run a positive prognosis
will be associated with a higher non-conviction rate.

After the

third follow-up period, 61.5% of those given a positive prognosis
were not reconvicted while only 41.4 X of those with a negative prog
nosis were not reconvicted in that period.

The difference was not

as significant in the short run; in the first 5-year follow-up the
rate was nearly the same (see Table 21).
The differences in terms of the characteristics to imprisonment
were not as clear and cannot be considered significant.

Vith the

exception of disciplinary measures where those with no disciplinary
measures had better non-conviction rates, the differences were mini
mal.
The data themselves do not provide concrete facts for a judge
ment of the direct impact of imprisonment.

But every possible

interpretation goes into the direction of only little positive ef
fects:

if one takes the variables in principle as characteristics

of the person, the institutionalization enforces already existing
tendencies (especially the "good" clients do better).

This means on

the other hand that the institution contributed less to the
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Table 21
Release Prognosis

Variables

FOP
1-2

FOP
3

Non-Convic t ion Rate
FOP1
FOP2
FOP3

Difference

Average
FOP1

Positive

80

78

27.5%

51.2%

Mostly
Positive

87

80

27.6%

Open

63

60

Negative

131

Not Made

139

Reconviction Rate
FOP2
FOP3

61.5%

+34.0%

1.7

0.9

1.0

-0.7

56.3%

61.2%

+33.6%

1.8

0.8

0.9

-0.9

22.2%

38.1%

46.7%

+24.5%

2.4

1.2

2.1

-0.3

116

26.7%

30.5%

41.4%

+14.7%

2.3

1.7

1.6

-0.7

127

18.7%

41.7%

47.2%

+28.5%

2.3

1.2

1.7

-0.6

Difference

•vj

o\

77

Table 22
Characteristics of Imprisonment

Variables

POP
1-2

FOP
3

Non-Conviction Rate
POP1
POP2
POP3

Difference

Average
POP1

Reconviction Rate
POP2
POP3

Difference

Behavior
In Prison
Good

196

186

24.5%

50.0%

57.0%

+29.5%

1.7

0.9

0.9

-0.8

Bad

304

275

20.0%

37.2%

46.2%

+26.2%

2.4

1.4

1.'7

-0.7

Total
Difference

-

-

+7.5% +13.3%

+10.8%

+ 3.3%

-0.7

-0.5

-0.8

+0.1

Good

295

276

27.8%

48.1%

55.8%

+28.0%

1.9

‘1.0

1.2

-0.7

Negative

205

185

19.0%

34.1%

42.7%

+23.7%

2.5

1.5

1.9

-0.6

Total
Difference

-

-

+8.8% +14.0%

+13.1%

+ 4.3%

-0.6

-0.5

-0.7

+0.1

None

259

244

27.0%

49.0%

57.4%

+30.4%

1.8

1.0

0.9

-0.9

One

119

108

21.0%

37.0%

44.4%

+23.4%

2.4

1.4

1.9

-0.5

Several

122

108

21.5%

30.1%

40.7%

+19.2%

2.4

1.5

2.0

-0.4

Total
Difference

-

-

+5.8% +15.4%

+14.8%

+ 9.1%

-0.6

-0.4

-1.0

+0.4

Working
Attitude

Disciplinary
Measurese
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rehabilitation of the "difficult" clients.

If one take the

variables primarily as evidence for the reaction side, the negative
judgement has hindered (or stopped) the stabilization of the person
inasmuch as additional difficulties were created.

One could also

argue here that the institution concentrates especially one those
who are matching the expectations of the institution and by doing
so, hinders the improvement of those persons with already existing
difficulties.

The Meaning of Single Discriminating Factors for
the Decline of Recidivism During the First
and Second Ten-Tear Period

When one looks at the development of recidivism within these
two 10-year periods, a quite positive picture of the study popula
tion' emerges in the sense that those deemed to have had negative
personality traits in general do as well as the group with no such
incriminating factors.

Table 23 and Table 24 show the distribution

on the grounds of different variables.

Taking the variables "men

dacity" and "aggressiveness" both groups improve equally between
1960-1970 and 1971-1981 by 0.2 convictions from .3 to .1 per year.
Including the characteristic "intelligence," the group with the
incriminating factor improves by 0.3 convictions per year in con
trast to the group with no such negative factor which improves by
0.3 convictions.
Looking at convictions to imprisonment, both groups improve
equally with 0.1 convictions per year when the factor "aggressive
ness" is taken into consideration.

Observing the factors
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"intelligence” and "mendacity" the deficit group improves by 0.2
convictions per year in contrast to 0.1 convictions for the others.
At the end of the twenty year follow-up period all person, regard
less wether deficits or not, show in the field of convictions to
imprisonment an equal average conviction rate per year.

Table 23
Comparison Between Incriminating Factors and Average
Conviction Rate in Two Ten Tear Periods

Characteristics

Average conviction rate
per year
1960-1971
1971-1981
(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)

Individual traits
Intelligence deficit
No
Yes

0.4
0.4

0.2
0.3

0.2
0.1

0.1
0.1

Mendacity
No
Yes

0.3
0.4

0.2
0.3

0.1
0.2

0.1
0.1

Aggressiveness
No
Yes

0.3
0.3

0.2
0.2

0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1

Note,

(a) - total convictions
(b) ■ convictions to imprisonment

If one adds the single incriminating factors to a total in
criminating score, those without negative traits improve by 0.2
convictions annually and by 0.1 convictions to imprisonment during
the first ten year period.

Those with personality deficits improve

by 0.2 convictions and 0.2 convictions to imprisonment, which is
twice as much as those without.
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If one takes a general look at the variables related to socia
lization factors, the average conviction rate for those without
deficits decreases by 0.1 convictions in contrast to a 0.2 decrease
for those with.

In the field of convictions to imprisonment both

groups improve by 0.1 convictions per year equally (see Table 24).
The better improvement of those with negative personality traits can
be related to the specific improvement in the single variables "edu
cational ability of parents" and "attitude towards work."
Taking the single variables into consideration, those with
negative personality improved most whose father had died (0.3 con
victions).

In contrast those members of this group who lost both

parents improved only by 0.1 convictions.

Regarding the variable

"educational ability," the groups with the value "good/average" and
"bad" improve equally with 0.1 convictions.

All in all those with

the personality traits had a higher average conviction rate per
year, but this higher rate is reduced within the second ten-year
period.
Regarding the factor "experiences with judicial agencies" both
groups improve equally with 0.2 convictions per year.

In the field

of convictions to imprisonment the deficit group reaches an improve
ment twice as high as the non-deficit jgroup.

If observes the dif

ferences in the average conviction rate between those who received
no prior convictions and those with three or more convictions in the
first FUP, during the second FUP there is no difference in convic
tion rate.

Those with three or more convictions in the third FUP

had nearly twice as many convictions in the third FUP.

When prior
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prison experience is taken into consideration there is also a
difference between the two groups, but this difference is negated
within the 20-year period.

The groups with prior prison experience

has with 0.1 convictions the same average conviction rate as the
.group with no such experience (see Table 25).

Table 24
Comparison Between Incriminating Factors and Average
Conviction Rate in Two Ten-Year Periods

Characteristics

Average conviction rate
per year
1971 -1981
1960--1971
(b)
(a)
(a)
(b)

Socialization

Family structure
Both parents alive
Father dead
Mother dead
Both parents dead

0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Educational ability
of parents
Good/average
Half/half
Bad
Unclear
Foster care

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2

0.1
0.1
0.1
<0.05
0.1

Professional training
Finished
Dropped
Not begun

0.2
0.3
0.3

0.1
0.2
0.2

0.1
0.1
0.2

<0.05
0.1
0.1

Attitude towards work
Normal
Irregular
Unclear

0.2
0.4
0.3

0.2
0.3
0.1

0.1
0.2
0.1

0.1
0.1
<0.05

Note,

(a) - Total convictions
(b) - Convictions to imprisonment
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Table 25
Comparison Between Incriminating Factors and Average
Conviction Rate in Two 10-year Periods
Average conviction rate
per year
1960- 1971
1971-1981
(a)
(b)
(b)
(a)

Characteristics

Experiences with
judicial agencies

Prior convictions
None
1
2
3 and more

0.4
0.3
0.4
0.4

0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2

0.05
0.1
0.1
0.1

Prior imprisonment
No such conviction
No serving of sent.
Once
Several times

0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Note,

(a) - total convictions
(b) - convictions to imprisonment

Table 26 shows the development in the field of institutionali
zation.

Looking at convictions (RD 1), both groups improve with 0.2

convictions per year.

Regarding the convictions to imprisonment

practically no differences to the disadvantage of those without
deficit can be observed.

So those with deficit having the factor

"negative working attitude," improves 0.1 convictions less than the
former.
be found.

In the field of release prognosis a different pattern can
Here the negative prognosis group improves more than the

group with a good release prognosis.

Taking all variables into con

sideration, the negative prognosticated group improves twice as much
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as the others in the field of convictions to imprisonment.

Table 26
Comparison Between Incriminating Factors and Average
Conviction Rate in Two Ten-Tear Periods

Average conviction rate
per year
1960- 1971
1971- 1981
(a)
(b)
(b)
(a)

Characteristics

Institutional adaption
General behavior
Good
Bad

0.3
0.4

0.2
0.3

0.1
0.2

0.05
0.1

Working behavior
Good
Bad

0.3
0.4

0.2
0.3

0.1
0.2

0.1
0.1

Disciplinary measures
None
One
Several

0.3
0.4
0.4

0.2
0.3
0.3

0.1
0.2
0.2

0.05
0.1
0.1

Release prognosis
Good
Mostly good
Open
Bad
Not made

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.3

0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2

<0.05
<0.05
0.1
0.1
0.1

Note,

(a) ■ Total convictions
(b) - Convictions to imprisonment

Recidivism Viewed Under the Aspect of
Inc riminat ion-Groups

Thus far single factors and their influence on future behavior
have been evaluated.

At this time the influence of incrimination

groups will be explored.

This makes a better comparison of the ef

fects of so-called career characteristics possible, but necessarily
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leads to a less precise categorization.

On the other hand, by

doing so, only the single effect of the single variable will be sup
pressed, while in general the effects of the total sum of the
included single variables can be shown.
incrimination groups were constructed:

For this purpose three
individual traits,

incriminating factors, and judicial incrimination.
"individual traits" includes:
damage,

social

The category

psychopathy, neurosis, organic brain

intelligence, aggressiveness, mendacity, alcohol abuse,

lacking ability of solving conflicts and loitering.
"social incriminating factors" includes:
educational ability of parents,

The category

marriage of parents,

living conditions in parental home,

economic conditions of the family, school success, working attitude,
professional training, broken home, and school status.
cial incrimination" factors include:

The "judi

prior youth arrest,

foster

care, number of convictions before 1960, parole in the first FUP,
number of disciplinary measures in prison, behavior in prison,
release prognosis, convictions to imprisonment in the first FUP and
convictions to imprisonment in the second FUP.

For the statistical

procedures, missing values were systematically excluded, so that
only positive or negative values could occur.

Variables with no

explicit categories (e.g., release prognosis - open) were included
into the positive category of the variable, so that in the negative
categories only explicitly negative variable values would be
included.

After doing so, the sum-variable including the above

mentioned single variables were introduced into analysis.

In a

further stage the results of these sum-variables were scaled into
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five similar intervals.

A relating percentage was given to these

intervals so that all three groups had a comparable scaling.
In the "individual trait" and the "judicial incrimination"
group only none or one missing value came up, while missing values
were found quite frequently in the field of social incrimination.
This points to the lacking attention given to these factors by the
agencies of social control at the time the variables were
collected.

The largest part of lacking information ("unclear") was

found in the variables "living conditions," "economic conditions of
the family," and "school status."

Because of the lack of this

information different numbers occur in the incrimination groups.
When the distribution within the different groups is compared
the portion of more than 40% total incrimination is 38Z for the
group of individual traits, while this portion increases to 70.5%
for the group of social incrimination.

In the group of judicial

incrimination this portion is 64.3%.
To compare between incrimination and recidivism a variable
"total incrimination" was created.

This variable consists of the

total sum of the single sum-variables "individual traits," "social
incrimination," and "judicial incrimination."

Table 27 shows the

relationship between the different incrimination groups and recidi
vism (RD 1) in the third follow-up period.

In general,

for all

three single incrimination groups, a similar tendency can be ob
served:

with an increasing incrimination the recidivism rate also

increases.

The only deviations from this trend can be found in the

middle range of the social incrimination (20-60%) and at the extreme
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end o£ judicial incrimination (80-100%) (see Table 27).
The differences in increase are eliminated when the recidivism
rate is measured on the basis of convictions to imprisonment (RD 2).
Table 28 shows a linearly increasing trend for all three groups.

In

the area of social incrimination the most positive group is now only
3%

higher

than the

middle range,

while

in the area of judicial

incrimination it now becomes clear that with an increase in judicial
incrimination the recidivism rate (RD 2) increases.

From that trend

it can be concluded that judicial interventions at least are not
counterproductive to the development of a career.

A comparison

between total incrimination and conviction to imprisonment shows
that with increasing total incrimination the possibility of a con
viction to imprisonment also increases disproportionately.

Table 27
Bivariate Analysis of the Influence of Individual Traits,
Social and Judicial Incrimination on the
Recidivism Rate in the Third FUP

Percentage of
incrimination

Recidivism
rate

Number
of cases

Individual traits
0
20
40
60
80

- 20%
- 40%
- 60%
- 80%
-100%

42.4%
48.7%
53.1%
61.3%
-

99
185
145
31
1 (461)

50.0%
46.6%
45.6%
50.0%
63.5%

16
116
j.49
120
52 (453)

Social incrimination
0
20
40
60
80

- 20%
- 40%
- 60%
- 80%
-100%
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Table 27— Continued

Percentage of
incrimination

Recidivism
rate

Number
of cases

Judicial incrim.
0
20
40
60
80

- 20Z
- 40Z
- 60Z
- 80Z
-100Z

17.7Z
33.6Z
50.6Z
81.2Z
71.4Z

51
119
182
101
7 (460)

17.7Z
35.6Z
54.0Z
78.0Z

17
146
239
50
0 (452)

Total incrimination
0
20
40
60
80

- 20Z
- 40Z
- 60Z
- 80Z
-100Z

'

This trend remains unchanged when the total follow-up period is
measured.

For this purpose the variables "parole in the first FUP,"

"convictions to imprisonment in the first and second FUP" were ex
cluded so that they could not influence the result.

This decreases

the number of variables in the group "judicial incrimination" but
does not change the scaling of the variable.

Since the extreme of

80Z to 100Z had been not reached before, no interpolation of the
variable could be expected for the new construction (see Table 28).
Table 29 shows that an increasing total incrimination is re
lated to a clear decrease of non-convictions.

On the other hand, a

clear decrease of the average conviction-rate can be observed.

An

increase of 20Z of the total incrimination results in an average de
crease of the non-conviction rate for about 11Z as well as in an
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increase o£ the average conviction rate for 1.9 convictions (see
Table 29).

Table 28
Bivariate Analysis of the Influence of Individual Traits,
Social and Judicial Incrimination on the
Recidivism Rate in the Third FUP (RD 2)

Percentage of
incrimination

Recidivism
rate

Number
of cases

Individual traits

0
20
40
60
80

- 20Z
- 40Z
- 60Z
- 80Z
-100Z

2 5 . 3Z
3 0 . 3Z
3 6 . 6Z
4 8 . 4Z
-

99
185
145
31
' 1 (461)

3 1 . 3Z
2 8 .5 2
28.22
3 6 . 7Z
46.22

16
116
149
120
52 ( 4 5 3 )

7.8Z
1 4 . 3Z
32.42
6 3 . 4Z
7 1 . 4Z

51
119
182
101
7 (460)

1 1. 8 2
1 7 . 0Z
3 6 . 0Z
6 8 . 0Z

17
146
239
50
0 (452)

Social incrimination

0
20
40
60
80

- 20Z
- 40Z
- 60Z
- 80Z
-100Z

Judicial incrim.

0
20
40
60
80

- 20Z
- 40Z
- 60Z
- 80Z
-100Z

Total incrimination

0
20
40
60
80

- 20Z
- 40Z
- 60Z
- 80Z
-100Z
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Table 29
Bivariate Analysis of Non-Conviction Rate and Average
Conviction Rate in the Twenty Year Follow-Up Period
Under Consideration of the Influence
of the Total Incrimination.

Total
incrimination

Non-conv.
rate

Average conv.
rate

Number

0 - 20%

35.29%

0.88

17

20 - 40%

24.66%

2.69

146

40 - 60%

12.13%

4.10

239

60 - 80%

2.00%

6.52

50

—

-

80 -100%

—

452

Including the convictions to imprisonment (RD 2) in the analy
sis, a 20% increase in incrimination produces an average decrease of
18% in the non-conviction rate and an average increase of '1.6 in the
rate of convictions to imprisonment (see Table 30).
Table 31 shows the relation between the average incrimination
and conviction on the basis of the single case.

The non-recidivists

(RD 1) reach an average incrimination of 39% while the group with
the highest incrimination reaches about 50%.

The average incrimina

tion rate for the group with 9 or more convictions ranges about 28%
higher than the one for the non-recidivists.

With reference to pre

diction this would mean that an increasing total incrimination is
connected with an increasing probability of sanctioning.

The sanc

tioning process again increases the total incrimination.
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Table 30
Bivariate Analysis of Non-Conviction to Imprisonment Rate
and Average Conviction to Imprisonment (RD 2) Rate in the
Twenty Year Follow-Up Period Under Consideration of the
Influence of the Total Incrimination.

Total
incrimination

Non-conv.
rate

Average conv.
to imprisonm. rate

Number

0 - 20%

58.82%

0.59

17

20 - 40%

46.58%

1.43

146

40 - 60%

19.25%

2.87

239

60 - 80%

6.00%

5.24

50

80 -100% '

—

—
452

This constitutes a "logic of criminalization" or, stated in another
way, the probability of a criminal career increases with each new
conviction.
Table 32 more clearly demonstrates this relationship on the
basis of convictions to imprisonment even more clearly.

While the

total incrimination is about 39Z for the group with no further con
victions, this rate is about 62% for the group of extreme recidi
vists.

This corresponds to an increase of about 60%.
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Table 31
Influence of the Total Incrimination
on the Total Recidivism (RD 1)

Number

Average percentage
of total incrimina
tion

Number of
convictions

72

39.10%

none

380

44.17%

1 and more

329

45.39%

2 and more

260

46.59%

3 and more

207

47.14%

4 and more

158

47.76%

5 and more

123

47.61%

6 and more

96

48.32%

7 and more

66

49.04%

8 and more

42

49.75%

9 and more

30

50.20%

10 and more

15

50.20%

11 and more

8

50.21%

12 and more
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Table 32
Influence of the Total Incrimination
on the Total Recidivism (RD 2)

Number

Average percentage
of total incrimina
tion

Number of
convictions to
imprisonment

127

38.98%

none

325

45.08%

1 and more

251

46.90%

2 and more

186

47.97%

3 and more

139

49.19%

4 and more

95

49.39%

5 and more

70

50.12%

6 and more

45

50.08%

7 and more

29

51.26%

8 and more

15

52.06%

9 and more

7

52.32%

10 and more

3

52.58%

11 and more

When the total incrimination is left aside and, for the purpose
of analysis, only the further sanctioning is taken into considera
tion, an interesting picture results.
tion coefficients of conviction.

Figure 3 shows the correla

An analysis of this diagram shows

that on one hand, the justice system (especially the judges) is
primarily orientated towards actual sanctions (convictions in the
former FUP) rather than towards those in later periods.

A
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development of a model reflecting this trend would lead to the
supposition that the influence of the specific actual sanction will
increase itself until in the extreme no further variance occurs and
the coefficient is 1.0.

Seen from a labeling perspective, the cor

relation matrix points to a quasi additive reinforcing effect of
sanctioning.

This allows the conclusion that, carefully stated,

careers are to a large extent determined by the frequency of sanc
tioning.

In the sense of Quensel (1970), but also in the sense of

control theory (Hirschi,

1969; Friday, 1980) a steady reduction of

positive alternatives takes place through the sanctioning process by
which the problem (of recidivism) becomes steadily enforced.

Convictions
in FUP1

.79

Convictions to
Imprisonment FUF1

.37

.38

.34

.37

Convictions
in FUP2

.85

Convictions to
Imprisonment FUP2

.47

Convictions
in FUP3

Figure 3.

.50

.70

Convictions to
Imprisonment FUP3

Correlation Matrix of Convictions
(product-moment corr. coeff.)
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Intensity o£ Recidivism and Prognosis Decision

If one observes in a further step the effects of single
factors on decisions made by judicial agencies (in this case the
prognosis),

its distribution within the different subgroups, and the

lasting effects of these single factors on prognosis decisions, an
interesting pictures emerges.

Since for this purpose it is

necessary to achieve a statistical balance of the factors, bivariate
analysis is not a suitable method.

Therefore path analysis has been

applied for the measuring of the long term effects of single factors
on the legal career.
Table 33 shows a comparison between two extreme groups of the
study population.

These two groups consist of those persons who

were not convicted during the total research period (20 years) and
those who received at least one conviction in each of the three
follow-up periods.

Significant differences can be found for the

variables: school behavior,
riage of parents.

loitering, release prognosis, and mar

Although the study population consists of a

highly selected group of offenders, clearer differences were to be
expected.

But if the variables are put in a social context, their

position in the ranking scale gives a clearer meaning.

If, for

example, the marriage of the parents is bad, school failure becomes
explainable.

Both negative experiences might provide an explanation

for loitering as a result of strain.

Finally, such a critical so

cial situation might manifest itself in dishonesty.

If one measures

intelligence not in the classical psychological sense as cognitive
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ability but more comprehensive as educational ability and talent,
then the family constellation and school resignation also seem to be
an explanatory factor.

Finally, the total combination of these

variables also has an influence on the social adaptive behavior, so
that the differences in the variables "working attitude in prison,"
"change of jobs," "behavior in prison," and "educational ability of
parents" also become explainable.
In the second part of the table the situation changes.

Here

the extreme recidivists reach a better position in the single varia
bles than the non-recidivists.

Especially clear are the differences

in the variables "last professional position," "professional train
ing," "number of brothers and sisters," and "school status" (repeti
tion of school years and kind of school).

F ew differences were

found for the variables "living conditions in parental home," "lack
ing conflict solution ability," "economic conditions of family,"
"profession of father,” "number of accomplices," "broken home," and
"disciplinary measures in prison."

These few differences can be

traced on the one hand to the highly selected total study population
and therefore also to the distribution within the study population
itself.

On the other hand,

critical criminology,

it is recognized today, also within the

that single variables such as e.g.

"profession

of father," "economic situation" and related to that "poor housing"
as well as "broken home" are in and of themselves not sufficient to
explain criminality and recidivism.

Here inequality (Kramer,

and its effects on social institutions (Blau & Blau,

1985)

1982) has to be

taken into consideration.
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Table 33
Comparison of Extreme Groups (Convictions-RD 1)
Percentage of Persons with Incriminating
Factors in the Extreme Groups
Negative single
factor

No convict,
in all 3FUP

Convicts,
in all 3FUP

Diff.

School behavior

32. OX

60.8%

28.8%

Loitering

32.9%

51.2%

18.3%

Release prognosis

27.6%

42.9%

15.3%

Marriage of parents

13.3%

23.4%

10.1%

Intelligence

26.0%

35.0%

9.0%

Mendacity

17.8%

26.2%

8.4%

0.0%

7.5%

7.5%

Educ. ability of parents

61.6%

68.7%

7.1%

Change of jobs

16.4%

22.5%

6.1%

8.2%

13.1%

5.0%

Living conditions of fam.

28.8%

31.2%

2.4%

Run away out of conflict

41.1%

43.1%

2.0%

Economic cond. of family

30.2%

31.6%

1.4%

Last prof. position

27.8%

9.2%

-18.6%

Professional training

83.3%

65.0%

-18.3%

3+ brother/sisters

54.8%

40.6%

-14.2%

School status

87.7%

75.0%

-12.7%

Aggressiveness

60.3%

54.4%

- 5.9%

Profession of father

40.7%

36.7%

- 4.0%

3+ accomplices

57.5%

54.4%

- 3.0%

Broken home

39.7%

38.1%

-1.6%

2+ disciplinary measures

19.2%

18.1%

-1.1%

Working attitude in pris.

Behavior in prison
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In Table 34 the clearer picture emerges.
between the two extreme groups become evident.

Here the differences
In the field of con

victions to imprisonment the group of extreme recidivists is in a
much worse position than the group of non-recidivists.

Table 34
Comparison of Extreme Groups:
Percentage of Persons with
Incriminating Factors in the Extreme Groups
( Convictions to Imprisonment-RD 2).

Negative single
factor

No. convict,
in all 3FUP

Convicts,
in all 3FUP

Diff.

School behavior

37.11

72.5%

35.4%

Last prof. position

54.8%

86.4%

31.6%

Release prognosis

27.4%

51.7%

24.3%

Professional training

77.91

96.7%

18.8%

Marriage of parents

11.2%

29.4%

18.2%

Loitering

37.5%

55.3%

17.8%

Intelligence

21.9%

37.2%

15.3%

Mendacity

18.0%

33.0%

15.0%

2+ disciplinary measures

18.8%

28.7%

9.9%

Run away out of conflict

36.7%

45.7%

9.0%

3+ accomplices

55.5%

62.8%

7.3%

Change of jobs

17.2%

21.3%

4.1%

Profession of father

35.5%

39.2%

3.7%

Broken home

39.1%

42.5%

3.4%

Vorking attitude in pris.

4.7%

7.4%

2.7%

Educ. ability of parents

62.5%

64.9%

2.4%
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Table 34— Continued

Negative single
factor

No. convict,
in all 3FUP

Convicts,
in all 3FUP

Diff.

32.0%

32.7 %

0.7%

Aggressiveness

60.2%

60.6%

0.4%

Living cond.

30.5%

30.8%

0.3%

School status

88.3%

74.5 %

-13.8%

3+ brothers/sisters

48.0%

40.6%

- 7.6%

Behavior in prison

11.7%

9.4%

- 2.3%

Economic cond.

in family

in family

In ranking variables those characteristics o£ social adaption
and institutional ties (family, school, work, leisure time) (see
Friday & Hage,

1977) stand out.

The ranking of factors here,

in

deed, points to etiological factors rather than pure definitional
factors.

Regarding convictions to imprisonment, the release prog

nosis also ranks third as is also the case for total convictions.
In the next step the method of regression analysis is applied
to demonstrate the influence of single factors on the prognosis
decisions (conviction prognosis and release prognosis) before the
follow-up study took place.

This is done to measure the real causal

effects of single factors and prognosis decisions on the future
legal career.

For this purpose all selected variables have been

included into the regression model.

In a second step all variables

with a correlation coefficient under .05 were stepwise excluded.
Variables which show no correlation coefficient have one under .05.
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When one looks at the path model shown in Figure 4.

it can be

seen that the influence on the prognosis decisions of the variables
included in that model differs considerably.
parents,

The marriage of the

for example, has a relatively high influence on the con

viction prognosis, while it has little influence (<.05) on the
release prognosis.

The variables "loitering," "profession of

father," and "change of j o b s ” as well as the "number of brothers and
sisters" (family size) have only little influence on both prognosis
decisions.
While the variables "age at first offense," "school success,"
"marriage of parents" and (low) "aggressiveness" as well as the
"last professional position" have a relatively high influence on the
conviction prognosis, the variables "conviction prognosis," "working
attitude in prison," "profession of father" and (high) "aggressive
ness" have a relatively high influence on the release prognosis.
Taking the structure and content of the data material of this study
into consideration, an unambiguous interpretation of the results of
this model in one (etiological) or the other (labeling) direction is
not possible.

But the high beta-values regarding the influence of

the conviction prognosis on the release prognosis allow the inter
pretation that judicial decisions are based primarily on actual
information and not on biographical information resorted in the
early life history.
trix shown before.

This is also supported by the correlation ma
Another indicator for the orientation on actual

information are the relatively high values of the institutionali
zation variables.
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Marriage of Parents
Educational Ability
Broken Hose
Intelligence
Mendacity
Agresslvenees
Loitering
Lacking Conflict Solution Strategies
School Sucess
Last Professional Position
Change of Jobs
Professional Training
Profession of Father
Living Situation in Parental Hose
Econoelc Conditions of Parents
Age at 1st Offense
Age at 1st Conviction to Vouth Isprisonsent
Convictlon-PrognosIs

Release-Prognos
(v249)

(V 2 3 5 )

Dorking Attitude In Prison
Behaviour in Prison
R2v235.0,1538 (15.41)
r 2v 249'0*3465

Figure 4.

<34.6X)

Influence of Single Factors on the Conviction and Release Prognosis.
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The variables included in the release prognosis explain 34.62
of the variance of the model.

This is a quite high value for that

kind of statistical analysis.
Figure 5 shows the further influence of the single factors in
relation to the time really served in prison and to the number of
total convictions in the 20 year follow-up period.

If one looks at

the further development of the "sanctioning-career" it can be ob
served that "classical" personality characteristics like intelli
gence, mendacity and aggressiveness have almost no (measurable)
influence in the long run.

This is also true for variables which

are today still seen within the correctional system as of central
importance (professional training and attitude towards work).

Nei

ther profession of father or living conditions play the expected
important role.

On the other hand, the variables dealing with eco

nomic conditions in comparison to other characteristics have a
greater influence (.09).

The highest beta-values are reached by the

characteristics "age at first offense" (-.16),
position" (-.16),

"last professional

"number of brothers/sisters" (-.11),

"lacking con

flict solution ability" (.13), and "working attitude in prison"
(.10).

The fact, that the variable "age at first offense" reaches

such high rank is not very astonishing, since juveniles who have
begun to commit crimes at a young age also become known to the agen
cies of social control very early.

This leads to a much larger time

span for recidivism than those juveniles have who come later to the
attention of these agencies.
All in all this model suggests the explanation that social
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Total Length of
liprlsonient (v610)
r r iifim

i in

-.27

-Marriage of Parents
Educational Ability - - - - - - - - - No. of 6rother/Slsters - - - - - - - -Broken Hoie - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Intelligence
-Mendacity
Aggressiveness
-Loitering
---------------Lacking Conflict Solution Strategies
-School Sucess - - - - - - - - - - - - -Last Professional Position - - - - - - - - Change of Jobs
-Professional Training
-Profession of Father
-Living Situation in Parental Hose
-Econoslc Conditions of Parents - - - - - - -Age at 1st Offense
------------Age at 1st Conviction to Youth Isprisonient
-Nusber of Accoipltces

- .1 6
- .0 5
.0 5
-.0 8

-.20
-.0 5
-.0 6
.0 7
-.0 9
- .0 5
- .0 5

.06

Conviction Prognosis
Release Prognosis

- .0 6

Working Attitude In Prison
Behaviour In Prison
—
Disciplinary Measures —

-.1 0

- .0 8

— .08

— .11
--.0 6

— .08
-.1 3
-.0 9
--.1 6

-.0 9
— .1 6

Nusber of Total
Convictions (v 6 1 5 )
•

.0 9
.1 5

r 2 v615” 0 '

- .0 8
- .0 6

1881 08,SX)

R2v 6 1 0 *0 ' 2661

Figure 5.

T> I 1 "

( 2 6 ,6 1 )

Influence of Single Incriminating Factors on the Number
of Total Convictions (RD 1) and the Total Length of
Stay in Prison.
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variables, understood in the sense of control theory as institution
al ties, are of greater explanatory power than purely individuali
stic personality characteristics.

Classical variables like "broken

home" including the lacking mother-child relation in the early
childhood, as well as the "educational ability of the parents" and
"aggressiveness" of the juvenile do not play a significant role for
the explanation of the career process.

On the other hand, prognosis

decisions, too, are only slightly relevant, having path coefficients
of .06 and .08.

It should have been expected here, too, that the

inclusion of actual conviction and release prognoses would clearly
produce measurably higher values.

The consequence of this inclusion

would be the expectation that, in the sense of the labeling theory,
the old prognosis decisions manifest themselves in new ones, while
the single factors remain alterable.
When the influence of the different factors on the length of
institutional stay is analyzed, the effect of some variables remains
on the same level as for the total convictions, while the effect of
other variables changes considerably.

The variable "marriage of pa

rents" shows with -.27 the strongest influence, followed by "last
professional position" with -.20, "age at first offense" and "broken
home," each with -.14.

The variable "age at first conviction to

youth imprisonment” has only little influence.

The discrepancy

between the beta-values of the single variables in both path-models,
which is partly very high, can support on the one hand the assump
tion that the knowledge of these factors leads to the imposition of
longer imprisonment sentences, respectively a longer length of stay
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in prison.

This is to say that the judicial agencies here act in a

labeling theoretical sense.

On the other hand, persons with these

characteristics commit more severe o££enses (in the sense o£ a large
number of offenses or only a few, but severe ones) and therefore re
ceive fewer but more severe convictions.

This cannot be examined

further with the available data in this study, since even Hoebbel
did not include offenses in his variable list and therefore it was
not useful to include offenses in the follow-up study.

Neither are

bivariate correlations with extreme groups efficient in the case of
length of institutional stay, since such a group creation would be
on the lower level quite arbitrary.
Table 35 and Table 36 show the intensity of recidivism for the
different recidivist groups created by Hoebbel (1966) at the time of
release in 1960.
negative.

The groups constitute a continuum towards the

Group I is the best group, viewed from the point of prog

nosis, while group IV is the most negative one.

At first'sight,

the

groups being observed over a 20-year period seem to be quite accu
rate in relation to the total number of convictions (see Table 35)
as well as according to the total number of convictions to imprison
ment (Table 36).

Increase in failure rate for those with a negative

prognosis seems to be the rule.

But when one takes a second look at

the data, one can observe that despite this about 46X of those per
sons resorted in most negative prognosis group received no more then
five convictions within twenty years and 64Z received no more than
five convictions to imprisonment within that same period.
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Table 35
Failure Groups 1960 and Intensity of Recidivism
(Convictions-RD 1)

N. of conv.
Group

II

III

IV

V

VI

O
O
m

No convict.
1 - 2 conv.
3 - 5 conv.
6 -10 conv.
11+ conv.

I

3 9.IX
29.3%
35.OX 28.8X 26.3X 14.7X
13.8X 25. OX 50.OX 21.2% 28. IX 30. 7X
12.6% 12.5X 10.OX 26.9X 35.IX 34.7 X
5.2X 12.5X 5.OX 21.IX 8.8X 19.9X

Average
conv. rate

2.5

3.7

Number

174

8

3.8

6.0

5.4

6.8

20

52

57

150

No.
73
110
109
111
58

461

Table 36
Failure Groups and Intensity of Recidivism
(Convictions to Imprisonment-RD 2)
No. of conv.
Group

I

II

No convict.
1 - 2 conv.
3 - 5 conv.
6 - 1 0 conv.
11+ conv.

57.5X
25.3X
12.IX
4. OX
1.1X

Average
conv. rate

1.2

2.9

Number

174

8

III

IV

V

VI

50.OX 45. OX 28.8X
12.5X 45. OX 28.8% 52.6X 22.1%
12.5X 5.OX 23. IX 24. 6X 41.3X
25. OX 5.OX 15.4X 22.8% 25.3X
10. 7X
3.8X

1.4

3.4

3.5

5.2

20

52

57

150

No.
128
133
111
69
20

461

The roman categories in Table 35 and Table 36 are matching the fol
lowing categories of Hoebbel:

I-Ala; II-Alb; III-A2;

IV-B; V-C;
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VI-D (for a more detailed information see Hoebbel (1968, p. 30)).
Also the average conviction rate is, in comparison to the relatively
long time span, quite low.

It is, nonetheless, still three times

higher than the one in the most positive prognosis group.
When the single follow-up periods are compared with each other
the picture completely turns around; the total population then
steadily improves.
(Hoebbel,

In Table 37 the development has been prolonged

1981, p. 182).

Table 37
JL

Comparison of Recidivism

JLJL

in Hoebbel's

and Present Study

1FUP

2FUP

3 FUP

76.6X
56.2 X

57.OX
33.IX

49. 6X
36.3X

New fines
New conv. to imprisonm.

296
754

214
399

351
337

Length of sentence to
imprisonment
More than 1 year
More than 2 years

39. 6X
24.4X

22. OX
14. 7X

24.4X
17.4X

Actual length of stay
in prison
More than 1 year
More than 2 years

32.8%
18.4X

17.9X
12.5X

14.7X
8.2X

Kind of conviction
At least 1 new conviction
At least 2 new conviction

JL

Note.

Percent of total population
**see Hoebbel, 1981, p. 182

At first glance there seems to be a negative shift in the third
FUP.

This is based on the different time spans.

Hoebbel used five-

year periods; this category includes a ten-year period.

While in

the first FUP 13.4X received no further convictions, this figure
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increased to 43.0Z in the second FUP and to about 50.0Z in the third
FUP.

Similarly a decrease for the length of conviction to imprison

ment can be observed and, more drastically, the actual length of
stay in prison decreased.
When the failure groups of Hoebbel are compared with the re
sults of the third follow-up period a significant improvement of the
study population can also be found (see Table 38).

Table 38
Comparison of Recidivism Groups in the First
Two Follow-Up Periods with the Third FUP
Recidivism group

FUP1 + FUP 2

FUP 3

Recidivism (def. Hoebbel)

416

83.2Z*

236

49.6Z**

Failure

330

66.0Z

292

38.6%

Complete failure

255

51. OX

144

30.2Z

Severest failure

171

34.2X

87

18.3X

Note.

*n - 500
**n - 476

If the definitions of recidivism in this study are applied, the
study population steadily improves from follow-up period to followup period.

In comparison to the first FUP recidivism declines

according to RD 1 (each conviction) in the third FUP by about 65Z.
According to RD 2 (each conviction to imprisonment) it declines by
about 50Z and according to RD 3 (serving of a prison sentence) by
about 48Z (see Table 39).
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Table 39
Level of Recidivism in the Three Follow-Up Periods
Based on the Definition Applied in this Study
Definition of
recidivism

FUP-1

FUP-2

FUP-3

Diff.

RD 1

76.6%

57.0%

49. 6*

-64.7%

RD 2

66.0%

54.2%

32.8%

-49.7%

RD 3

48.2%

26.2%

23.1%

-47.9%

500

496

476

No.

The Influence of the Total-Incrimination-Groups
on Recidivism in a Multivariate Model

Until now the influence of incrimination groups has only been
evaluated on a bivariate basis.

On the grounds of single incrimina

ting factors and groups an increasing probability of recidivism oc
curred when the incrimination increased.

When the total incrimina

tion group was created, an additivity of the single incrimination
groups could be observed, resulting in a linear recidivism trend.
It still remains open whether and how the influence of the factors
will change when their influence is measured within a multivariate
analysis.

For the measurement of these effects several path-analyt

ical models have been created in which the three basic incrimination
groups (social,

individual and judicial factors) and the actual

judicial incrimination (of the former time period) were included.In
case of the variable "judicial incrimination" (v604) the variables
"convictions to imprisonment in the first FUP," "convictions to
imprisonment in the second FUP," and "parole granted in the first
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FUF" have been excluded for this analysis because they fall into
the time of the follow-up periods and therefore would falsify the
result.
change,

By doing so the percentage of the incrimination does not
it is only corrected.

sion coefficients.

The coefficients are multiple regres

For the complex models (see Figure 6 and Figure

7) the coefficients have been corrected.

This is achieved by sys

tematically excluding all regression coefficients under .05 from the
analysis so that only coefficients above .05 occur.

The results of

these analyses were tested for linearity and additivity.

This was

the case for all models.
Table 40 shows the development of the influence of the basic
incrimination on the three FUPs.

If one compares at first the rele

vance within the different time periods,

it can be observed that a

cleat domination of the judicial incrimination over the other two
incrimination groups occurs.

The influence of the social incrimina

tion is also clearly higher than the one of the individual- traits.
If one compares the conviction periods with each other, a linear
increasing tendency in case of the judicial incrimination occurs,
accompanied by a decreasing influence of the individual traits.
social incrimination remains stable at the beginning but sinks
dramatically in the third FUP.
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Table 40
Influence of the Incrimination on the Number of Convictions
in the Single Follow-Up Periods

Dep. var
Indep. var

FUP-1

FUP-2

FUP-3

Social incrim.

(v602)

.12

.12

.01

Individ,

incrim.

(v603)

.07

.02

.06

Judicial incrim.

(v604)

.14

.19

.25

5.2%

6.4%

7.4%

Expl. variance
(R2*100)

A comparable influence of the single incrimination groups can
be found in the field of convictions to imprisonment.

Here a linear

increasing tendency of the judicial incrimination with a parallel
decreasing tendency in the field of individual traits can also be
shown (see Table 41).
The social incrimination remains stable at the beginning,
drops dramatically in the three FUPs.

but

With an increase in influence

of the judicial incrimination there is also an increase in explained
variance.
When the influence of the single incrimination groups on the
total development of the sanctioning since the release from prison
in 1960 is observed,

it becomes obvious that their effect differs

only slightly in the different measurement models of recidivism (RD
1; RD 2; RD 3).
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Table 41
Influence of the Incrimination on the Number of Convictions
to Imprisonment in the Single Follow-Up Periods
Dep. var
Indep. var

FUP-1

FUP-2

FUP-3

Social incrim.

(v602)

.08

.09

.04

Individ,

incrim.

(v603)

.10

.08

.05

Judicial incrim.

(v604)

.18

.20

.25

6.3Z

7.1%

7.9%

Expl. variance
(R2*100)

According to RD 1 (each new conviction~v615) this model ex
plains 10% variance.

The variable "prior judicial incrimination"

has the most significant influence.

Social incriminating factors

and individual traits show a minimal difference which can be traced
to the random variation.

In relation to RD 2 (each new conviction

to imprisonment-v616) individual traits and social incriminating
factors show no difference, the influence of judicial incrimination
increases slightly and the variance explanation increases by 2%.
This picture does not change very much when the length of stay
in prison (RD 3) is included in the analysis.

Although the effects

of the single variables, as shown in the preceding chapter, changes
but this change is absorbed here within the total incrimination.
Here, too, the variable "prior judicial incrimination" has the most
significant influence.
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For the control of the models another variable (severeness of
sanction (SAS) has been created which constitutes an index of the
severity of the sanctions.
The formula is:

(v615 - mean)

SAS -

(v610 - mean)
+---------------------standard deviation
standard deviation

It includes the total number of convictions as well as the actual
length of stay in prison.

Even if this controlling variable is in

cluded in the analysis, the proportion of the influence of the sin
gle incrimination groups remains almost stable.
tory power of the model increases slightly.

Only the explana

With this index a

possibility'is created to control for possible intervening effects
of the severeness of the judicial intervention.

Now not only the

number of convictions and the length of stay in an institution can
be measured separately, but also the combination of number of con
victions and the length of stay can be included in the path model.
This allows a more precise analysis of the influence of judicial
intervention as a whole and in addition, provides a possibility of
controlling the change of variance in the predicted model,

(see

Table 42).
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Table 42
Influence of the Incrimination on the Total Number of
Convictions, Convictions to Imprisonment,Severeness
of Sanctioning and the Length of Stay in
Prison in the Total Follow-Up Period
dep. var
indep. var

v615

v616

SAS

v610

social incrim.

(v602)

.10

.10

.10

.10

individ.

incrim.

(v603)

.07

.10

.11

.10

judicial incrim.

(v604)

.25

.27

.27

.24

10.0%

11.6%

12.5%

10.1%

expl. variance
(R2*100)

When the single incrimination groups are included in
plex models,

more com

including the prior and the following sanctioning, a

changed picture emerges.

Figure 6 shows a path model in which in

several steps a further judicial incrimination is added.

Within the

first model the "judicial incrimination” is the dependent variable.
In the second model (dependent variable:

"number of convictions in

the first FUP") the independent variables "social incriminating fac
tors" and (prior) "judicial incrimination"
path coefficient.

show an almost equal

Their influence on the number of convictions is

almost equal, while the variable "individual traits" clearly has a
lesser effect.

But it has to be taken into consideration that in

dividual traits and social incriminating factors have an almost
equal influence on the primary judicial incrimination (model 1).
The factors are quasi-allegorically transferred further by the fac
tor "judicial incrimination."

When the next time period is observed
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the factor "social incrimination" also severely loses influence
while the influence of the primary judicial incrimination increases
only slightly.

The convictions in the second FUP are most signifi

cantly determined by the convictions in

the first FUP.

In the

third FUF the direct influence of the social incriminating factors
also disappears completely.

The negative path coefficient can be

considered a function of randomization.

It can be produced by ex

treme cases, so that an influence near .00 can be assumed.

The j u 

dicial incriminations show a linear increasing tendency (v604 -.16;
first FUP -.20;

second FUP -.38).

This confirms the phenomena al

ready observed in the results of the correlations: The judicial
system (courts)

is not orientated primarily towards past events

(official registrations) but more or less includes these events
under consideration of actual internal judicial decisions (convic
tions) into the new sanctioning.

Vithin the last model about 29% of

the variance can be explained by the different prior judicial in
criminations which is a quite high value for this kind of stati
stical procedure.
Figure 7 also confirms this tendency of historical background
orientation for the field of convictions to imprisonment.

In con

trast to the general convictions the influence of the individual
traits on recidivism (RD 1) is in the first FUP higher than the
influence of social incriminating factors.

As from the second FUP

only the judicial incrimination influences the further "sanctioningcareer" in the field of convictions to imprisonment.
plains 36% of the variance.

This model ex

Especially interesting in this model is
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the almost total disappearance of the influence of the individual
traits on the convictions to imprisonment in the second FUF, while
the social incriminating factors remains relatively constant.

That

points to a more intensive effect of these incriminating factors on
the career.
When one looks at the effects of the incrimination group vari
ables on the de facto length of stay in prison within the different
time periods a similar picture emerges.

The three incrimination

groups still have an effect on the first FUP.

The effect of indivi

dual traits and social incriminating factors is equal.

From the

beginning of the second FUF the orientation of the judicial decision
agencies (now prison authorities) is based on and orientated towards
the last actual correctional decisions.

Here a linear increasing

tendency (v604 -.07; first FUP -.16; second FUF -.41) can also be
noticed.

The explained variance i3 27.6% for the third model.

When

one includes the first and second FUF into one variable and the
single incrimination is measured with this total incrimination of
the real length of stay in the first and second FUP, an explained
variance of 29Z in relation to the real length of stay in the third
FUF emerges.

The path coefficient between these two variables now

is .48 (see Figure 8).
All in all, the different path models point to the conclusion
that a measurable, direct influence of the selected social and in
dividual incriminating factors cannot be supported empirically.
Rather do these incriminating factors find their direct entrance
after their registration into the actual agency decision.

Then they
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are carried on by further agency decisions, orientated at the last
prior decision.

If one includes actual social and individual in

criminating factors in such models, based on the results of the
empirically proved models in this study, similar effects could be
expected.

The individual and social factors have an influence on

the actual agency decision but lose their original meaning quite
fast, whereby the influence of the social incriminating factors
remains non-significant for a longer period of time.

Summary

This chapter has examined the effects of early biographical
factors on the development of a criminal career and their meaning
for recidivism.

This influence has been tested at first with biv-

ariate analysis and later on within a multivariate model.

In gener

al it can be stated that all subgroups improve steadily over the 20
year follow-up period.

This improvement can be demonstrated by

either the non-conviction rate or the average conviction rate.

The

differences in percentage in the field of non-conviction are often
more subject to chance than those in the field of the average con
viction rate.

Here the tendency confirms a relatively better im

provement of those persons with the largest number of incriminating
factors in the beginning.

On the other hand it can be stated that

the more the sum of incriminating factors increases, the higher is
the percentage of recidivism.

Within the incriminating factors

social and judicial factors play a more important role than factors
of the individual personality.

In a comparison of the two extreme
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groups of the study population (group A - no further conviction;
group B - convictions in all three follow-up periods) the single
variables "school behavior," "last professional position" and the
"release prognosis" constitute the largest differences within the
groups.

Anyway,

the partly contradictory results of the bivariate

analysis give reason to be careful with definite explanations.

In

addition, the contradictions suggest that the differences within the
single variables will lose even more explanatory power when they are
included in more complex models and these models are tested with
multivariate analysis.
In applying multivariate analysis it becomes evident that the
single variables develop different meanings.

While classical in

dividual and social variables have a significant meaning in the
explanation of agency decisions (e.g., different kinds of prognosis
and the factual length of stay in prison), they have clearly less or
no meaning for the total number of convictions received within the
20-year period.

In addition,

it has been proved that the judicial

sanctioning has the most explanatory power for the explanation of
further (and future) deviance.

This leads to the conclusion that

the official intervention (sentencing) at least does not have any
positive influence on the offender.
the case.

The opposite does seem to be

The improvement occurred with a similar tendency in all

tested subgroups and each time when an official sanctioning occur
red, "delays" in this improvement took place.

When one tries to

evaluate this result further, general doubts occur whether concepts
which ground their ideas on a relation between individual
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biographical factors and future behavior and by doing so justify
the official sanction as meaningful and positive, have any empirical
support.
The data in this study suggest the opposite.

The official

sanction contributes severely to a further alienation of the in
dividual and to the development of a criminal career.
The following chapter summarizes the findings of this study and
discusses the implications drawn from this chapter and the preceding
ones.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

This thesis has focused on the problem of recidivism and fac
tors influencing the development or the creation of a criminal
"career."

The review of the literature revealed that the term "cri

minal career" itself is vague and that it has been defined quite
arbitrary.

The definition of "recidivism" also is very differing,

depending on the theoretical perspective and the chosen sample.

For

the purpose of this study three definitions of recidivism have been
applied:

1.

each new conviction (RD 1), 2.

imprisonment (RD 2) and 3.

each new conviction to

each new incarceration (RD 3).

This

operationalization made it possible to test the effects of the
selected individual, social and judicial factors on several dif
ferent dependent variables.

It was also done to avoid the argument

of the probably differing effects and to measure several recidivism
rates.
While the term "recidivism" defines an event which takes places
at a specific time,
lopment.

"criminal career" describes a processual deve

Both have to be understood in the context of an interac

tion, taking part between an individual who has been successfully
labeled as a "criminal" and an official agency of social control.

122
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In that sense in this study the terms are only applied to those in
dividuals who have been caught and sentenced for a violation of
criminal law.
The purpose of this study has been to prove the effects of
early biographical factors on the further development of the person.
This also includes the question of the accuracy of classical crimi
nological prediction factors.

To achieve adequate results a follow-

up study requires more than the usual five year period after rele
ase.

The basic data for this study were taken from a data base

which has been initially created for a judicial dissertation in 1966
by Hoebbel (1968).

The study population consists of all males

released in 1960 from two youth prisons in the State of Northrhine
Westfalia falling under the jurisdiction of the District Court of
Hamm (N«500).

Hoebbel included about 290 variables in his study.

From these variables finally 22 were included in this study.

From

10 others new variables had to be constructed since some other were
not applicable in the original form.

At the end of the third

follow-up period (1981) data of 476 persons of the original sample
were eligible.
convictions.

Their criminal records were evaluated for further
Hoebbel's data consist of classical prognosis

variables (e.g. broken home,
etc.).

intelligence, marriage of parents

Especially this made it valuable to use this raw data

material for the research question of this study.

The variables

chosen for this study were selected on the grounds of two criteria:
1.

theoretical plausibility and 2.

enough occupation.

Both the

bivariate and multivariate relationships between a number of
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variables hypothesized to be related to recidivism were examined.
The bivariate relationship was analyzed primarily as a test to
determine the association between each variable and the further
positive or negative development of the person.
The initial bivariate analysis brought out the following fin
dings.
rule.

First, the failure of the population does seem to be the

12.2% received one or more convictions to imprisonment in the

total follow-up period (20 years).

The average conviction rate is

4.8 conviction and the average rate for convictions to imprisonment
is 3.0 convictions.

About 40% received new convictions within the

first 10 years after their release while only 1.7% received a con
viction only in the 3rd follow-up period (15 years after release).
Second, the non-conviction rate increases steadily during the
foll'ow-up periods for all groups,
early incriminating factors.

independent of the occurrence of

This allows the assumption that the

presuppositions of the labeling approach regarding the automatism of
the intensification of a criminal career as a result of official
reaction cannot be supported in general by this study.

On the

other, the data do allow for the conclusion that those persons with
attached negative criteria still have a higher average conviction
rate in the third follow-up period.

This demonstrates at least the

inefficiency of the official sentencing practices, especially in the
field of imprisonment.

It also can be shown that disciplinary

measures in prison at least do not have any positive effect on the
future development.
Third, the average conviction rate per year differs only little
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for the persons with single incriminating factors and the on? with
out such factors.
Fourth, with increase of incriminating factors, the probability
of recidivism raises steadily.

While in general it does seem to be

independent wether these factors result from individual,

social or

judicial incrimination, more than 50Z judicial incrimination results
in a drastic increase in recidivism.

This allows for the conclusion

that judicial sentencing contributes significantly to the further
development of a criminal career.
In a second step multivariate analysis has been applied to
prove the relationship between independent and dependent variables
on a more sophisticated level.

This method demonstrated that the

influence of the selected independent variables differs significant
ly according to the chosen dependent variable.

While some classical

factors (e.g. marriage of parents, aggressiveness, age at first
offense) have an influence on prognosis decisions,

they have no

meaning for the number of convictions a person receives in the
future.

One exception is the variable "age at first offense."

But

this phenomena does seem to reflect more the longer time period
these people have to be kept within the official system than the
causal effect of this variable.
With respect to the development of a criminal career social
factors, understood in the sense of control theory as institutional
ties, are of greater explanatory power than purely individualistic
personality characteristics.
Two empirical models were tested in this study.

Model 1 was
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based on the assumption that the major explanatory variables for
recidivism are resorted in the early biography of the offender and
that the judicial reaction does have no influence itself on recidi
vism.

Therefore the statistical values for this variable were ex

pected to have values near .00.
test this hypothesis.

Path analysis has been applied to

Figure 9 shows the expected relationship

between the variables.

Social Factors

Judicial
Incrimination

Recidivism 1

INCRI
MINATION

Recidivism 2

Individual Factors
Figure 9.

Recidivism 3

Empirical Model A

The results from the path analysis are presented in table 43.
The outcoming beta-values showed a steadily increase.

Tests for

linearity and additivity have been undertaken and proved this trend.
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Table 43
Beta-Values of Empirical Model A
Expected Values

. 16
. 33

d I
e 1

ro
o

c 1

o
o

f I

. 15

o
o

e 1

b 1

o
o

d 1

.14

o
o

c I

a 1

o
o

b S

O
o

a I

Found Values

f I

.38

On the grounds of these empirical findings, hypothesis 1 has to
be rejected.
In the second empirical model, shown in figure 10, it was hypo
thesized that the judicial reactions have a major influence on
recidivism while the early biographical factors have no long term
influence on recidivism.
The results from the path analysis are presented in table 44.
Also here tests for linearity and additivity have been undertaken
and proved both.
According to the found beta-values this empirical model has to
be accepted.

There indeed is a measurable influence of the judicial

reaction on recidivism.

In addition this influence has the highest

explanatory power for recidivism, while the measurable influence of
early biographical factors steadily declines and in case of the
convictions to imprisonment almost completely looses any influence
over the long term period while the explanatory power of the
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Influence of the judicial reactions steadily increases.

Social Factors

Judicial
Incrimination

Recidivism 1

INCRI
MINATION

Recidivism 2

Individual Factors

Figure 10.

Recidivism 3

Empirical Model B

Table 44
Beta-Values of Empirical Model B

Expected Values

Found Values

a > b > c

a b c -

.12
.07 -.06
.08 1.05 1.05
.06 1.05 1.05

d < e < f

d e f -

.14
.33
.38
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This is also true for the length of factual stay in prison.
Also in this field the influence of the early individual and social
incriminating factors steadily decreases while the meaning and in
fluence of judicial reactions has a high explanatory power.
All in all the different path models point to the conclusion
that a measurable direct influence of the selected social and in
dividual factors in the long range cannot be empirically supported.
But rather these factors find their direct entrance into the actual
agency decision (conviction and sentence).

They are then carried on

by further agency decisions which are oriented at the last prior
decision.

It can be assumed that an inclusion of actual social and

individual factors into these path models will produce similar
effects.

The individual and social factors would loose their impor

tance quite fast, whereby the influence of the social factors re
mains non-significant for a longer period of time.

On the other

hand, the effects of the last judicial conviction will increase
steadily and become the factor with the most explanatory power.

In

that sense a "criminal career" is a result of a reciprocal interac
tion between an official agency of social control and an individual.
It is an ascribed status resulting from excluding strategies of
social control.

Classical individual and social factors, as have

been chosen for this study, are not able to provide secure criteria
for the prognosis of future behavior.

They are at best only able

to explain certain developments from a retrospective perspective.
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Implications

One aim of a meaningful crime policy normally should be to
prevent the development of criminal careers or at least to stop the
career at a certain stage.

According to the results of this study

it does not seem to be very successful to address specific socia
lization deficits or psychological problems of potential career
criminals.

This still does seem to be the most applied method by

probation officers and case workers.

Another method of control,

which is intensively discussed primarily in the United States is the
selective incapacitation of suspected career offenders.

In addition

demands for longer prison sentences can be found (e.g. Blumstein et
al., 1976:123-154).

Following the results of this study, both

positions are unsuitable for solving the problems of chronic offen
ders.

They would even have a counter-productive effect by stimu

lating the self-dynamics of recidivism.

A reduction of the

probability of recidivism can only be achieved if the increasing
dynamics of recidivism can be stopped.
This study has demonstrated that the selected individual fac
tors only have little influence on the intensity of recidivism in
the varying follow-up periods.

Also these selected factors do not

constitute the surrounding conditions for the occurrence of the
self-dynamics of recidivism.

These dynamics develop in the case of

persons with high deficits as well as in the case of persons with
lower ones.

Indeed, from a phenomenological perspective certain

different patterns of criminal careers can be observed.

But the
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analyzed individual deficits only explain the inclusion in the
different career-groups insufficiently.
The development of a criminal career can be explained by two
factors:

first, the self-dynamics of recidivism and secondly, the

age related reduction of the intensity of recidivism.

This theory

can be postulated in a formal way and has been proved by the data of
this study.

Thus it seems to be of central importance to hinder the

further weakening of institutional ties, not only by establishing
meaningful role-relationships but also by minimizing the excluding
effects of traditional sanctioning strategies.

These strategies

have a major influence on the self-dynamics of recidivism.
Imprisonment, as the most excluding strategy, has the major
influence on the development of career patterns.

It functions as a

further weakening of the endangered institutional ties and
constitutes an element of self-enforcing effects.
On the other hand, this study has demonstrated that recidivism
and the development of a criminal career is a highly complex process
which does not allow for prediction or prognosis.

It may be explai

ned from a retrospective perspective but the occurrence of single
factors does not provide any scientific grounds for the prediction
of the future development of this specific person.

Even the sum of

certain single individual or socialization factors does not provide
any secure information about this process.

Such a highly complex

process can only be slightly influenced, since the consequences of
such an intervention can only be predicted with uncertainty.

This

uncertainty is permanently enforced through the feedback effect of
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the Intervention itsel£.
Thus a meaningful and efficient crime policy would require two
major conditions: first, a complete change in social policy, provi
ding equal opportunities for all members of society to participate
in the achieved wealth of the economic system and secondly,

sanctio

ning strategies, which focus on inclusion and not exclusion of the
detected lawbreaker.

Both conditions can only be reached by major

shifts in the structure of social control strategies and not by
modifying specific single methods.

In the field of social policy,

for example, a minimum income for all members independent of their
professional status (e.g. unemployed, retired or unskilled worker)
has to be guaranteed.

Conditions have to be created that equally

enable all members of society to find access to schooling and the
labor market.

In the field of sanctioning it will have to be ac

cepted that punishment, especially the deprivation of liberty, will
not have a major effect in the sense of a positive behavior modi
fication, but will primarily induce the danger of further aliena
tion.

Since it is not possible to provide valid scientific

standards for the prediction of the influence of specific single
factors or of the sum of the factors, a selective incapacitation of
specific offenders does not seem to be an efficient way, unless one
views it as a kind of gambling,

instead of an intended effort direc

ted towards the steering of social processes.
For future research on recidivism and/or criminal careers it
does seem to be of central importance to include variables, which
measure the influence of the reaction of social control strategies,
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as well as the kind of offense committed.

Eclectic studies

including all kinds of individual or socialization characteristics
have to be rejected.

They employ a method which is unsuitable for

proving the empirical effects of future behavior of persons with
the same characteristics from a retrospective perspective and ignore
the self-dynamics of recidivism as a complex social process.
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LIST OF SELECTED VARIABLES

Marriage of parents (v68)
0-broken
1-normal or better
2-parents divorced
3-no information
Economic Conditions in Family (v76)
0-bad
1-average
2-good
3-foster care
4-no information
Living Conditions in Family (v77)
0-average or better
1-bad
2-extremely bad
3-foster care
4-no information
Profession of Father (v79)
0-unskilled worker
1-skilled worker
2-clerk or servant
3-own business
4-no information
Number of Sisters and Brothers (v80)
0-none
1-1 to 2
2-3 or more
3-no information
Educational Ability of Parents (v71)
0-good or average
1-bad
2-partly good/bad
3-foster care
4-unclear
Intelligence (v84)
0-above average
1-average
2-bad
3-debility
4-no information
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Aggressiveness (v92)
0-diagnosed
1-not diagnosed
Mendacity (v93)
0-diagnosed
1-not diagnosed
Loitering (v96)
0-diagnosed
1-not diagnosed
Run away from Conflict (v95)
0-diagnosed
1-not diagnosed
School Performance and Success (vll8)
0-good
1-average
2-bad
3-no information
Frequent Change of Jobs (vl37)
0-no or seldom
1-frequently
Attitude towards Work (vl36)
0-good
1-negative
3-no information
Last Professional Position (vl35)
0-unskilled worker
1-skilled worker
2-in school or professional training
3-unemployed
4-unclear
Number of Accomplices (v210)
1-1 or 2
2-3 or more
Number of Disciplinary Measures in Prison (v236)
0-none

1-1
2-2 and more
Working behavior in Prison (v246)
0-good
1-average
2-bad
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Behavior in Prison (v245)
0-good
1-average
2-bad
Release Prognosis (v249)
0-positive
1-mostly positive
2-open
3-mostly negative
4-extremely negative
Number o£ Prior Convictions (vl55)
0-none

1-1
2—2
3-3 and more
Number of served Convictions to Imprisonment (vl72)
0-no prior conviction to imprisonment
1-no sentenced served
2-one
3-several
Professional Training (v500)
0-never started
1-started but not finished
2-finished
Broken Home (v501)
0-both parents dead
1-£ather dead
2-mother dead
3-both parents alive
School Status (v502)
0-special school for disabled (6 to 14 years) and failed
1-elementary school (6 to 14 years) and failed
2-college (10 to 18 years) and failed
3-not failed
4-unclear
Convictions to Imprisonment in the 1st FUP (v600)
0-no such conviction

1-1
2 -2
3-3
4-4
5-5

6-6
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Convictions to Imprisonment in the 2nd FUP (v601)
0-no such conviction

1-1

2-2
3-3
4-4
5-5

6-6
7-7

8-8
Incrimination Groups
recoded variables: 1-positive O-negative
Individual Traits (v603)
psychopathy
v83
intelligence
v84
alcohol abuse
v85
v88
neurosis
aggressiveness
v92
mendacity
v93
run away from conflict
v95
v96
loitering
vl04 organic brain damage
Social Incriminating Factors (v602)
v68 marriage of parents
v71
educational ability o£ parents
v76
economic conditions in family
v77
housing conditions of family
vll8 school success
vl37 attitude towards work
v500 professional training
v501 broken home
v502 school status and performance
Judicial Incrimination (v603)
SA
youth custody
vl42 foster home
vl55 number of prior convictions
v233 parole granted in the 1st FUP
v236 number of disciplinary measures
v245 behavior in prison
v249 release prognosis
v600 convictions to imprisonment in 1st FUP
v601 convictions to imprisonment in 2nd FUP
Total Incrimination (v605)
v603
v602
v604 ( v233, v600, v601 excluded)
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Individual Traits (v603)
0 - 20X - 1
20 - 40Z - 2
40 - 60X - 3
60 - 80Z » 4
80 - 100Z - 5
Social Incriminating Factors (v602)
0 - 20% - l
20 - 40% - 2
40 - 60% M 3
60 - 80Z m 4
80 - 100Z m 5
Judicial Incrimination (v604)
0 - 20X m 1
20 - 40X m 2
40 - 60X m 3
60 - 80X m 4
80 - 100X . 5
Age at 1st 0££ense (v606)
1 - 7 - 1 3 years
2-14 - 16 years
3-17 - 18 years
4-19
21 years
Age at 1st Conviction to Youth Imprisonment (v607)
1-14 - 15 years
2-16 - 17 years
3-18 - 19 years
4-19 years and older
Recidivism Groups (convictions) (v608)
0-no conviction in all three FUPs
1-conviction in one FUP
2-conviction in two FUPs
3-conviction in all FUPs
Recidivism Groups (convictions to imprisonment)
0-no conviction in all three FUPs
1-conviction in one FUP
2-conviction in two FUPs
3-conviction in all FUPs

(v608)
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Total Length of Served Sentences (all 3 FUPs)
0-no served sentence
1-up to 12 months .
2-12 to 24 months
3-24 to 36 months
4-36 to 48 months
5-48 to 60 months
6-60 to 72 months
7-72 to 84 months
8-84 to 96 months
9-96 to 108 months
10-above 108 months

(v610)

Total Length of Served Sentences (1st and 2nd FUP) (v611)
0-no served sentence
1-up to 12 months
2-12 to 24 months
3-24 to 36 months
4-36 to 48 months
5-48 to 60 months
6-60 to 72 months
7-72 to 84 months
8-84 to 96 months
9-96 and more months
Total Number of Convictions (FUPl to FUP3) (v615)
0-none

1-1
2 -2
3-3
4-4
5-5 to 10
6-11 to 15
7-16 to 21
Total Number of Convictions to Imprisonment (FUPl to FUP3)
0«none

(v616)

1-1
2 -2
3-3
4-4
5-5 to 10
6-11 to 16
7-16 to 21
SAS Severeness of Sanctioning Index
v610+v615-mean:standard deviation
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Table A-I
Number of Convictions in FUP 1 to 3

Dependent Variable
Independent Variable

Product-Moment
Correlation Coeffic.
v261
v301
v337

marriage of parents (v68)
educational ability of parents (v71)
broken home (v501)
number of sisters/brothers (v80)

-.04
.07
-.02
-.03

.02
.03
-.07
-.07

-.04
-.02
-.14
-.14

intelligence (v84)
mendacity (v93)
aggressiveness (v92)
loitering (v96)
run away from conflict (v95)
school success (vl!8)
working attitude (vl37)
last professional position (vl35)
professional training (v500)

.04
-.08
-.06
-.09
.06
.17
.08
-.15
-.10

.03
-.07
-.05
-.04
.03
.10
.07
-.06
-.13

.05
-.03
-.00
-.09
-.03
.17
.05
-.13
-.09

economic conditions in family (v76)
housing conditions in family (v77)
profession of father (v79)

-.02
.08
-.06

.03
.07
-.02

.12
.05
.02

age at 1st offense (v606)
age at 1st conviction to youth
imprisonment (v607)
number of accomplices (v210)
disciplinary measures (v236)
behavior in prison (v245)
working behavior in prison (v246)
release prognosis (v249)

-.18

-.05

-.16

.02
.00
.13
.20
.14
.13

-.09
.00
.11
.15
.13
.21

-.17
.00
.21
.17
.21
.16
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Table A-2
Number of Convictions to Imprisonment in FUP 1 to 3

dependent variable
independent variable

product-moment
correlation coeffic.
v600
v601
v343

marriage of parents (v68)
educational ability of parents (v71)
broken home (v501)
number of sisters/brothers (v80)

-.08
.08
.02
-.03

-.04
.01
-.03
-.03

-.07
.02
-.05
-.09

intelligence (v84)
mendacity (v93)
aggressiveness (v92)
loitering (v96)
run away from conflict (v95)
school success (vll8)
school status (v502)
working attitude (vl37)
last professional position (vl35)
professional training (v500)

.06
-.13
-.06
-.13
-.02
.17
-.01
.08
-.16
-.08

.07
-.10
-.08
-.05
-.03
.14
-.01
.07
-.09
-.13

.10
-.05
.01
-.08
-.10
.16
.01
.03
-.16
-.10

economic conditions of family (v76)
housing conditions of family (v77)
profession of father (v79)

.03
.11
-.08

.06
.03
-.02

.08
.04
-.10

age at 1st offense (v606)
age at 1st conv. to youth imprison
ment (v607)
number of accomplices (v210)
disciplinary measures (v236)
behavior in prison (v245)
working attitude in prison (v245)
release prognosis (v249)

-.14

-.13

-.22

-.04
.01
.12
.18
.09
.17

-.11
-.02
.12
.15
.11
.21

-.15
.03
.12
.13
.13
.20
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Table A - 3
Length of Imprisonment in the total FUP (FUP 1-3)

dependent variable
independent variable

product-moment
correlation coeff.
v610

marriage of parents (v68)
educational ability of parents (v71)
broken home (v501)
number of sisters/brothers (v80)

-.21
.04
-.03
-.03

intelligence (v84)
mendacity (v93)
aggressiveness (v92)
loitering (v96)
run away from conflict (v95)
school success (v!18)
school status (v502)
working attitude (vl37)
last professional position (vl35)
professional training (v500)

.07
-.17
-.06
-.15
-.08
.22
.01
.03
-.22
-.10

economic conditions of family (v76)
housing conditions of family (v77)
profession of father (v79)

.09
.09
.00

age at 1st offense (v606)
age at 1st conv. to youth imprison
ment (v607)
number of accomplices (v210)
disciplinary measures (v236)
behavior in prison (v245)
working attitude in prison (v245)
release prognosis (v249)

-.24
-.13
.00
.23
.15
.13
.19
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Table A-4
Regression Analysis of Recidivism in the 3rd FUP (v343)
(stand, beta-values)

dependent variable

beta-values

independent variable

v343

marriage of parents (v68)
educational ability of parents (v71)
broken home (v501)
number of sisters/brothers (v80)

.06
-.10
-.03
-.07

intelligence (v84)
mendacity (v93)
aggressiveness (v92)
loitering (v96)
run away from conflict (v95)
school success (vll8)
school status (v502)
working attitude (vl37)
last professional position (vl35)
professional training (v500)

.04
.05
.03
.04
-.07
.02
.01
-.01
-.09
-.00

economic conditions of family (v76)
housing conditions of family (v77)
profession of father (v79)

.17
-.06
-.18

age at 1st offense (v606)
age at 1st conv. to youth imprison
ment (v607)
number of accomplices (v210)
disciplinary measures (v236)
behavior in prison (v245)
|
working attitude in prison (v245)
release prognosis (v249)
total length of served sentences (v611)

-.11
-.07
.07
-.08
.00
.05
.08
.50
variance 37,32
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Table A-5
Regression Analysis of Recidivism in the 3rd FUP (v337)
(stand, beta-values)

dependent variable

beta-values

independent variable

v337

marriage of parents (v68)
educational ability of parents (v71)
broken home (v501)
number of sisters/brothers (v80)

.04
-.13
.02
-.13

intelligence (v84)
mendacity (v93)
aggressiveness (v92)
loitering (v96)
run away from conflict (v95)
school success (vll8)
school status (v502)
working attitude (vl37)
last professional position (vl35)
professional training (v500)

.01
.07
.06
-.00
.02
.06
-.00
.02
-.08
-.01

economic conditions of family (v76)
housing conditions of family (v77)
profession of father (v79)

.17
.00
-.05

age at 1st offense (v606)
age at 1st conv. to youth imprison
ment (v607)
number of accomplices (v210)
disciplinary measures (v236)
behavior in prison (v245)
working attitude in prison (v245)
release prognosis (v249)
total length of served sentences (v611)

-.00
-.12
.01
.03
.03
.12
.02
.42

variance 31,62
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